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Meeting Agenda
Residential Technical Advisory Committee – Meeting 3
Monday, October 13, 2014 10 AM – 12:30 PM
City Council Chambers, Bend City Hall

Meeting Purpose and What is Needed from the TAC
The purposes of this meeting are to:




Discuss and recommend direction on policy issues related to the Buildable Lands
Inventory.
Continue the discussion of urban form as it is applied to the UGB process.
Obtain TAC input into Efficiency Measures to be applied to opportunity sites.

There are several remaining issues related to the Residential Buildable Lands Inventory on
which the Residential TAC is being asked to provide guidance. This meeting will tackle: (1)
the definition of public land, specific to special districts; (2) how land with CC&R’s is
classified; and (3) how private open space and private rights of way are categorized.
A short urban form agenda item is included as a follow-up to the October 9th overview on
urban form. This is an on-going discussion.
The Efficiency Measures agenda item is our first look at the pros, cons, and potential for
applying various efficiency measures. This agenda starts with “opportunity sites”, i.e. lands
that are largely vacant. At TAC 4, the TAC will address redevelopment-related efficiency
measures and how they might be applied.
The specific discussion questions, i.e. the feedback we would like from the TAC, are listed
as the bulleted discussion questions under each agenda item. They are a starting point for
the agenda.

1.

Welcome and Introductions

10:00 AM

a. Welcome and convene
b. Self-introductions

Tom Kemper
All

For additional project information, visit the project website at http://bend.or.us or contact Brian Rankin,
City of Bend, at brankin@bendoregon.gov or 541-388-5584
Accessible Meeting/Alternate Format Notification
This meeting/event location is accessible. Sign and other language interpreter service, assistive
listening devices, materials in alternate format such as Braille, large print, electronic formats,
language translations or any other accommodations are available upon advance request at no
cost. Please contact the City Recorder no later than 24 hours in advance of the meeting at
rchristie@ci.bend.or.us, or fax 385-6676. Providing at least 2 days notice prior to the event will
help ensure availability.
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Buildable Lands Inventory Policy Issues
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10:10 AM

Information and action

3.

a. Introduction and background – This will be a very brief recap
of key points in the memorandum.
 TAC discussion
b. Public lands and special district ownership
c. CC&Rs
d. Private open space and private rights of way
 For each of the above items, the staff will summarize key
points, followed by TAC discussion, followed by the
action question: Does the TAC agree with the staff
recommendation or have modifications to it?

Brian Rankin
and
Becky Hewitt,
Angelo
Planning
Group

Urban Form

10:45 AM

Information, part of an on-going discussion
a. Recap of urban form highlights
 TAC discussion – Is the team on the right track with the
working urban form typologies and maps? Are there
ideas from the TAC for the team to consider as the
diagrams and typologies are refined?

4.

Efficiency Measures

Jay Renkens

11:10 AM

Information and preliminary direction
a. Legal requirements, context and definitions - This will be
a very brief recap of key points in the memorandum.
 TAC discussion

Becky Hewitt

b. The TAC will review each quadrant of the City, using
printed and projected maps, along with the tabular
recommendations in the memorandum.
 Southeast area
 Northeast area
 Northwest area
 Southwest area
The discussion questions are:
 What urban form opportunities does the TAC see for
each of these areas?
 Are the potential efficiency measure strategies listed
in the table reasonable? Are there any that are not
appropriate or others that should be considered?
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6.
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Project News

12:20 PM

a. Announcements and updates
b. News from the other TACs

Brian and Joe
Dills

Adjourn

12:30 PM
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Memorandum
October 7, 2014
To:

Residential Lands Technical Advisory Committee

Cc:

Bend Staff

From:

APG Consulting Team

Re:

Residential Buildable Lands Inventory Background and Policy Issues

INTRODUCTION
The Bend Urban Growth Boundary Remand (Remand) required the City to make a number of
changes to the way residential land was classified for the purposes of the buildable land
inventory (BLI) and the way the capacity of that land was estimated (Sub-issue 2.2). The City of
Bend’s planning staff has done a significant amount of work to address the issues raised in the
remand related to the BLI. That work is summarized in a memorandum to the Urban Growth
Boundary (UGB) Remand Task Force from August 2011, updated in January 2014. That
memorandum is included in an Appendix as a reference, but key points from it are summarized
in the following section. There are a limited number of remaining issues related to the
Residential BLI on which the Residential Lands Technical Advisory Committee (Residential
TAC) is being asked to provide guidance. The purpose of this memorandum is to provide a
brief background and primer on the BLI for the benefit of those who are new to the Remand and
a summary of the remaining issues before the Residential TAC.

BACKGROUND
State Statute and Administrative Rules
Oregon state statute and administrative rules require local governments to produce a local
buildable lands inventory as part of preparation of a Housing Needs Analysis. That BLI “must
document the amount of buildable land in each residential plan designation.”1 (A similar
inventory is required for employment land as part of preparation of an Economic Opportunities
Analysis; however, the requirements for each are different. This memorandum is focused on
the Residential BLI.)
State statute identifies the following categories of buildable lands:2
(A) Vacant lands planned or zoned for residential use;

1

OAR 660-008-0010

2

ORS 197.296(4)(a)
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(B) Partially vacant lands planned or zoned for residential use;
(C) Lands that may be used for a mix of residential and employment uses under the
existing planning or zoning; and
(D) Lands that may be used for residential infill or redevelopment.
It further requires that the local government “demonstrate consideration of:”3
(A) The extent that residential development is prohibited or restricted by local
regulation and ordinance, state law and rule or federal statute and regulation;
(B) A written long term contract or easement for radio, telecommunications or electrical
facilities, if the written contract or easement is provided to the local government; and
(C) The presence of a single family dwelling or other structure on a lot or parcel.
The state further defines buildable land in the context of a Residential BLI as follows:4
(2) “Buildable Land” means residentially designated land within the urban growth
boundary, including both vacant and developed land likely to be redeveloped, that is
suitable, available and necessary for residential uses. Publicly owned land is generally
not considered available for residential uses. Land is generally considered “suitable
and available” unless it:
(a) Is severely constrained by natural hazards as determined under Statewide
Planning Goal 7;
(b) Is subject to natural resource protection measures determined under Statewide
Planning Goals 5, 6, 15, 16, 17 or 18;
(c) Has slopes of 25 percent or greater;
(d) Is within the 100-year flood plain; or
(e) Cannot be provided with public facilities.
(6) “Redevelopable Land” means land zoned for residential use on which development
has already occurred but on which, due to present or expected market forces, there
exists the strong likelihood that existing development will be converted to more
intensive residential uses during the planning period.

Remand Issues and Past Work
Definitions and Categories
In reviewing the BLI adopted in 2008, much of the Department of Land Conservation and
Development’s (DLCD) concern centered on the City’s interpretations of categories of land to be
included in the inventory. In the remand order, the Land Conservation and Development
Commision ruled that the City’s categories were not consistent with state law. Except for
3

ORS 197.296(4)(b)

4

OAR 660-008-0005(2)
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“Redevelopable Land,” the terms used in state law (above) for the categories of land to be
included in a BLI are not defined. (Even the definition of “Redevelopable Land” is open to
interpretation.) To ensure that on remand the correct categories would be used by the City in
the revised BLI, City staff contacted DLCD staff for more specific guidance on how to define the
categories of potentially buildable land within the UGB. Through a series of e-mail exchanges,
DLCD staff provided their interpretations of state law in the form of definitions that could be used
to conduct a GIS parcel-based analysis of every acre of residentially planned or zoned land in
the Bend UGB.5
Below are the categories and definitions established in coordination with DLCD:


Vacant (Completely) – Land planned or zoned for residential use that has $0 in
improvement value. Properties that are planned or zoned for residential use, but are
dedicated for other uses such as parks, common areas, rights of way or utilities are
excluded. Publicly owned land is also excluded.



Partially Vacant – Land planned or zoned for residential use that has an improvements
value greater than $0, but contains fewer dwelling units than permitted in the zone.
Based solely on lot size, additional units could be built on the site, but the lot is not large
enough to further divide.6



Developed – Land planned or zoned for residential use that is currently developed with
the maximum number of dwelling units allowed in the zone, and the size of the lot does
not allow for further division. (Residentially zoned land that is currently developed with
employment uses is categorized as Developed.)



Developed w/ Infill Potential – Land planned or zoned for residential use that is
currently developed, but where the lot is large enough to further divide consistent with its
current zoning, based on the minimum lot size of the applicable zone. As with Partially
Vacant land, this category does not consider limiting factors such as setback and
frontage requirements, lot coverage, or location of the existing unit on the lot.

In addition to the four categories above, the city must consider whether developed land may be
redevelopable within the planning horizon. Land may be considered redevelopable only if there

5

E-mail from Gloria Gardiner, DLCD, to Damian Syrnyk, October 21, 2010. See also e-mail response
from Gloria Gardiner, DLCD, to Karen Swirsky, dated June 9, 2011.
6

To identify partially vacant lands, city staff calculated the maximum number of units that could be built
on each developed parcel that was not large enough to divide, based on the maximum density allowed
per the development code and the parcel size. The number of existing units was then subtracted from
the maximum number of units allowed. If one or more new units could be accommodated, the parcel was
categorized as partially vacant. (Considerations such as setback and frontage requirements, lot
coverage, or location of the existing unit on the lot were not considered, although those will be limiting
factors in many cases.)
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exists “the strong likelihood that existing development will be converted to more intensive
residential uses during the planning period.”

Exclusions
In 2008, the city identified certain categories of parcels as unbuildable in the BLI, including:




lots and parcels smaller than 0.5 acres with no improvements;
lots and parcels subject to private, Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (CC&Rs);
and
lots and parcels with physical constraints over 50 percent or more of the lot.

The Remand required the city to include vacant lots and parcels under 0.5 acres, to include land
subject to CC&Rs “unless it adopts specific findings, supported by an adequate factual base,
that show why the lands are not available for development or redevelopment during the
planning period,” and to reexamine the land identified as “constrained” to determine whether the
remainder of the lot is buildable.7
The City has agreed to include vacant lots and parcels under 0.5 acres and to exclude only the
portion of a lot that has physical constraints on it, leaving the remainder. The City has also
conducted research on CC&Rs in effect on subdivisions within the UGB to determine whether
and to what extent they restrict further development and infill.

BLI Data Status
When the UGB Remand Task Force began work on the Remand issues, it was initially decided
to continue to rely on 2008 data wherever possible, including using 2008 data as the basis for
the revised BLI. Thus, when the City began work to reclassify land according to the categories
identified above, it did so using the original 2008 parcel database.
However, given the amount of time that has elapsed since then, the City has decided to update
the BLI to rely on 2014 data in order to more accurately reflect conditions on the ground. The
City has completed the initial steps of this update, identifying the following characteristics for all
taxlots within the existing UGB based on July 2014 parcel data from Deschutes County:








current zoning and general plan designation, including special plan districts;
current property use information (based on a combination of property class and
structure codes from the County Assessor’s Office data, City building permit data, aerial
photography, and existing City parcel inventory data);
size and value of existing improvements;
number of existing housing units;
area subject to physical constraints (25% or greater slopes and 100-year floodplain)8;
whether the lot size is more than double the minimum lot size for the zone;

7

LCDC Remand Order, page 26.

8

See OAR 660-008-0005(2)(c) and (2)(d).
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maximum number of units allowed by current zoning based on lot size and maximum
density for the applicable zone/plan designation; and
public agency ownership (City, County, State, Federal, College District, Irrigation
District, Parks District, School District, and Other Special District).

What remains to be done is largely the use of the information that has been assembled to date
to assign development status to each parcel (using the definitions above), which requires
resolution of the remaining issues discussed in the next section.

REMAINING BLI ISSUES FOR TAC DIRECTION
Overview
While the City has already addressed many of the issues raised in the Remand related to the
BLI, there are a few remaining items that need to be resolved before an updated BLI can be
finalized. They are listed below.
1. Definition of public land; specifically, how to handle special district ownership.
2. How land that meets the definition of “Developed with Infill Potential” for which restrictive
CC&Rs are recorded is categorized; specifically, whether the available evidence is
sufficient to show why such lands are not available for further development during the
planning period.
3. How private open space and private rights of way are categorized.
4. How to address conflicts between the plan designation and the zone, where one is
residential and the other not.
5. How employment land (including mixed use designations) where residential
development is allowed is treated in the residential BLI.
The first three issues will be discussed at the Residential TAC’s third meeting and are
addressed in this memo; the last two will be discussed at the following meeting and will be
addressed in a subsequent memorandum. For each of the first three issues, this section
provides a brief explanation of the issue and relevant legal considerations, estimates of the
approximate acreages affected by the issue; and a working team recommendation on how to
address the issue. Maps illustrating the properties affected by the issue are attached to this
memo as Exhibits.

Public Land and Special District Ownership
Issue Summary
As stated in ORS 660-008-0005(2) and (6), publicly owned land is generally not considered
available for residential uses. However, it is not clear from the definition whether all special
districts or similar organizations are considered “publicly owned” for the purposes of a BLI. Note
that specific properties in public ownership for which there is evidence that the land is likely to
be converted to residential uses within the planning horizon may be included in the Residential
BLI. However, the default assumption for public land, per the state definitions cited previously,
is that it is not available for residential uses.

Residential Buildable Lands Inventory Background and Policy Issues
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State law exempts from property taxation property of the state as well as that of “counties, cities,
towns, school districts, irrigation districts, drainage districts, ports, water districts, housing
authorities, public universities listed in ORS 352.002 (Public universities) and all other public or
municipal corporations in this state.”9 Though this is not directly relevant to establishing
buildable lands, it provides a state-recognized distinction between what is “public” and what is
not.

Land in Question
The table below identifies the governments and special districts, whether they likely meet the
test above of being exempt from property taxes as a public entity or municipal corporation, and
the number of parcels and total acres owned by that entity within the UGB. Note that this table
provides data for all land within the existing UGB, not necessarily land planned or zoned for
residential uses.
Entity

Meets test of
public land?

# parcels
in UGB

Total acres
in UGB

U.S. Government (including US Postal Service)

Yes

14

55

State of Oregon (all departments)

Yes

34

197

Deschutes County

Yes

95

178

City of Bend (includes Juniper Ridge holdings)

Yes

147

635

Bend Metro Park & Recreation District

Yes

182

571

School Districts (all)

Yes

47

525

Central Oregon Community College

Yes

15

208

Irrigation Districts (Central Oregon Irrigation
District and others)

Yes

25

187

Deschutes County Rural Fire Protection
District

Yes

2

7

Deschutes Public Library District

Yes

6

2

Central Oregon Intergovernmental Council

Maybe

4

5

Deschutes County Municipal Improvement
District

Maybe

1

4

Deschutes County Historical Society

Unlikely

1

0.1

10

3

2

Water companies (Avion Water Co., Juniper
Water Co.)

No

The attached map illustrates these ownerships (note that the last six entities in the table are
combined on the map under “Special Districts”).

9

ORS 307.090

10

Water companies such as Avion Water Company are private utilities that are investor-owned and
regulated by the Oregon Public Utilities Commission.
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Team Recommendation
The working recommendation is to consider land owned by all entities identified as meeting the
test of public land identified above as “public ownership”, including irrigation districts. Do not
consider the other entities as “public”. (Given the small amount of land involved for most of the
questionable entities, the impact to the BLI either way is small.) Make exceptions for land
where specific information indicates that the land is likely to be converted to residential uses
within the planning horizon on a case-by-case basis.

Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions (CC&Rs)
Issue Summary
CC&Rs are private development restrictions that are recorded in private deeds but are created
or enforced by private action rather than by the local government. They are generally created
by the developer and later enforced by a homeowners association (HOA) or other similar entity.
CC&Rs generally specify procedures for how they can be modified or removed, often requiring
consent of some specified percentage of the affected property owners or of HOA leadership.
They also may not stay in effect forever; some expire after a set number of years (e.g. 30), while
others automatically renew.
State statute does not recognize private development restrictions such as CC&Rs as a
consideration in conducting a BLI; however, in reality, they can limit potential for infill and
redevelopment. As stated previously, the City excluded land with CC&Rs from the BLI in 2008,
and was directed to include them or justify their exclusion with “specific findings, supported by
an adequate factual base” as part of the Remand. 11 As noted above, the City has conducted
research on CC&Rs in effect for subdivisions within the UGB to determine whether and to what
extent they restrict further development and infill. Copies of the recorded CC&Rs were
reviewed and applicable development restrictions were summarized. Many of the CC&Rs limit
development to one single family home per lot, prohibit further land division, and/or that set a
maximum total number of units for the development based on a master plan. These types of
provisions were captured as restrictive of infill potential, but not all CC&Rs are equally
restrictive. Those that limit each lot to a single family home preclude redevelopment and
Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), but do not necessarily preclude land division. Those that
preclude land division may not preclude redevelopment or ADUs.

Land in Question
The subdivisions with CC&Rs identified as restrictive of infill total 6,400 parcels and 2,530
acres. Not all of these parcels are large enough to further divide under current zoning, but over
two-thirds of the parcels and over 85% of the acreage is in parcels that are more than double
the minimum lot size in their zone. The attached map illustrates the location of these parcels,
and distinguishes between those on lands that are more than double the zone’s minimum lot
size and those that are on parcels too small to further divide under the existing zoning.

11

LCDC Remand Order, page 26.
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Team Recommendation
Categorize as fully developed all lots and parcels with CC&Rs identified as restrictive of infill
potential, even where minimum lot sizes are large enough to allow land division under the
current zoning.

Private Open Space and Private Rights of Way
Issue Summary
The BLI definitions in state statute and rule and those provided by DLCD staff are not explicit
about how commonly-held land for private open space or private roads should be treated.
Private open space is not recognized as a consideration in state statute; however, it may have
been a condition of approval of a subdivision. Private roads are not explicitly addressed either;
however, they may be the only access to some lots.

Land in Question
The land that falls within this category includes golf courses, cemeteries, common areas,
recreational vehicle (RV) parks, private roads and canals. The table below summarizes the
number of parcels and total acres by category (land in public ownership has been excluded).
Note that this table provides data for all land within the existing UGB, not necessarily land
planned or zoned for residential uses (though most of the land in question does have residential
plan designations).
Use Type

# parcels in UGB

Total acres in UGB

Canal

37

60

Cemetery

1

16

Common Areas

662

499

Golf Course

34

811

Private Road

392

424

RV Park

7

25

Other Open Space

118

39

The attached map illustrates these categories of private open space and right of way.
Of the common areas, roughly half are owned by HOAs or similar organizations. Most of the
remainder has no ownership information identified, but was created as part of an approved
subdivision.

Team Recommendation
Treat canals, cemeteries, and private roads as fully developed. Treat golf courses and RV
parks as developed unless specific information suggests that they are likely to be converted to
residential uses. For common areas, assume that those owned by an HOA or similar
organization and those that are part of an approved subdivision are developed. Assume other
private open space is vacant in the absence of specific information indicating that it is not
available for residential use.
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Public and Special District Ownership Inside UGB

Public & Special
District Ownership
Federal
State

County

City

Irrigation District

School District

Urban Growth
Boundary

Parks District

College District

Prepared 10/3/2014

Other Special District

Taxlot

0 0.25 0.5

N

1
Miles
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Note: CC&R = Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions.
HIG
HIGHWAY 20

20
AY
HW

HIG

HIG

HW
AY
97

HWA
Y 37

2

HIGHWAY 20

Urban Growth Boundary

Prepared 10/3/2014

Tax lots

Parcels with Infill-Restrictive CC&Rs Inside UGB
Too small to further divide
Parcel more than double min. lot size

0

0.5

1

N

2
Miles
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Private Open Space and Right of Way Inside UGB

Cemetery

Private Road

Golf Course

Unbuildable

Common Area
RV Park

Canal
Other

Urban Growth
Boundary
Taxlot

Prepared 10/3/2014

0 0.25 0.5

N

1
Miles
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M E M O R A N D U M

710 WALL STREET
PO BOX 431
BEND, OR 97709
[541] 388-5505 TEL
[541] 388-5519 FAX
www.ci.bend.or.us

TO:

UGB REMAND TASK FORCE

FROM:

LONG RANGE PLANNING STAFF, CITY OF BEND

SUBJECT:

DRAFT BUILDABLE LANDS INVENTORY – SUB-ISSUE 2.2

DATE:

AUGUST 31, 2011 (REVISED JANUARY 9, 2014)

Introduction
This memo responds to Sub-issue 2.2 of the City of Bend Remand and Partial
Acknowledgment 10-Remand-Partial Acknow-001795 (hereinafter referred to as
Remand and Sub-Issue). This sub-issue isissue is found on pages 18-26 of the
Remand order. This version of the August 31, 2011 memorandum to the RTF
incorporates edits that address comments from the Department of Land
Conservation and Development.
This memo includes a discussion of the sub-issue and a staff recommendation.
Because this memo includes only a partial BLI, draft findings that respond to all
related remand issues will be prepared as remaining elements of the BLI are
completed and submitted to DLCD for review. The contents of this memo and
its preliminary estimates of housing capacity have been reviewed by DLCD staff.
Based on discussions with DLCD staff, the City believes that the analysisthe
analysis contained in this memo, and its preliminary estimates of buildable lands
and capacity, will be supported by DLCD staff as satisfactorily addressing the
concerns expressed specifically under Sub-Issue 2.2. Both City and DLCD staff
understand that these estimates will be subject to further revision based on a
revised housing needs analysis (Sub-Issue 2.3) and any additional land use
efficiency measures (Sub-Issues 3.1 and 3.2).

Remand Sub-issue 2.2
“Whether the City’s Buildable Lands Inventory (BLI) is adequate
for review. Whether the City correctly determined what lands are
‘Vacant’ and what lands are ‘Redevelopable’ Whether the City’s
estimate of the development capacity of those lands complied with
the needed housing statutes and the Commission’s rules” 1
Conclusion:
“The Commission denies the city’s and Newland’s appeals on this
subissue, upholds the Director’s Decision, including the director’s
disposition of objections (for the reasons set forth in the Director’s
1

Oregon Land Conservation and Development Commission, Remand and-Partial
Acknowledgement Order 10-Remand-Partial Acnow-001795, November 2, 2011, p. 18.
Page 1
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Decision) and remands the city’s decision with instructions for it to
develop a record and adopt a buildable lands inventory supported
by findings that are consistent with state law. The city’s findings
must explain what criteria it uses (based on ORS 197.296, OAR
660-024 and 660-008) to determine whether particular lands are
vacant or redevelopable, examine the amount and type of
development that has occurred on the vacant and redevelopable
lands since its last periodic review, and project the capacity of the
city’s buildable lands (prior to additional measures being
implemented) based on that analysis (and as further detailed in
connection with Goal 14, below). If the amount of redevelopment
and infill within the city’s UGB is projected to differ significantly
from past trends, the City must explain why, and provide an
adequate factual and policy basis to support that change.
The city’s buildable lands inventory may not exclude lots and
parcels smaller than 0.5 acres with no improvements without
specific findings consistent with OAR 660-008-0005. Similarly, the
City may not exclude lots and parcels subject to CC&Rs unless it
adopts specific findings, supported by an adequate factual base,
that show why the lands are not available for development or
redevelopment during the planning period. In addition, the City
has agreed to reexamine lands it identified as “constrained” to
determine whether the lands are buildable under OAR 660-0080005.
Finally, the Commission denies the objection of Newland for the
reasons set forth in the Director’s Decision, which are
incorporated herein by this reference. Director’s Decision, at 4243.” 2

Discussion of Sub-Issue 2.2 Conclusion
In summary, the conclusion of Sub-Issue 2.2 directs the City to:
1) Explain the criteria used to determine whether lands are vacant or
redevelopable, consistent with ORS 197.296, OAR 660-024 and 660-008.
2) Examine the amount and type of development that has occurred on
vacant and redevelopable lands since the City’s last periodic review.
3) Include vacant lots smaller than 0.5 acre in size in the inventory.
4) Project the capacity of the city’s buildable lands (prior to implementing
efficiency measures).
5) Reexamine lands defined as “constrained” to determine whether the
lands are buildable under OAR 660-008-0005.
In order to comply with the mandates of this sub-issue, the previous BLI3 has
been completely revised, based on different categories of vacant and developed
2
3

Ibid., p. 26.
Pre-Remand Record p. 1288.
Page 2
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land, and new analyses of land use and development activity during the 19992008 period. Much of this information was in the record prior to the remand;
however; however, the analysis of development trends is more extensive than in
the previous BLI. In addition, land use and parcel data in the record for the
previous BLI has been re-categorized, based on guidance from DLCD, to ensure
consistency with state law. All of the data analyzed in the revised BLI existed
and was available as of December 2008. The analyses which form the basis for
the new BLI include no new data subsequent to December 2008.

Applicable Legal Standard
Following are provisions in state law that must be addressed in preparing a BLI
for housing.
ORS 197.296:

***
(2) At periodic review pursuant to ORS 197.628 to 197.650 or at any
other legislative review of the comprehensive plan or regional plan that
concerns the urban growth boundary and requires the application of a
statewide planning goal relating to buildable lands for residential use, a
local government shall demonstrate that its comprehensive plan or
regional plan provides sufficient buildable lands within the urban growth
boundary established pursuant to statewide planning goals to
accommodate estimated housing needs for 20 years. The 20-year
period shall commence on the date initially scheduled for completion of
the periodic or legislative review.
(3) In performing the duties under subsection (2) of this section, a local
government shall:
(a) Inventory the supply of buildable lands within the urban
growth boundary and determine the housing capacity of the
buildable lands;
***
(4)(a) For the purpose of the inventory described in subsection (3)(a) of
this section, “buildable lands” includes:
(A) Vacant lands planned or zoned for residential use;
(B) Partially vacant lands planned or zoned for residential use;
(C) Lands that may be used for a mix of residential and
employment uses under the existing planning or zoning; and
(D) Lands that may be used for residential infill or
redevelopment.
***
(5)(a) Except as provided in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subsection,
the determination of housing capacity and need pursuant to subsection
(3) of this section must be based on data relating to land within the urban
growth boundary that has been collected since the last periodic review or
five years, whichever is greater. The data shall include:
(A) The number, density and average mix of housing types of
urban residential development that have actually occurred;;;
(B) Trends in density and average mix of housing types of urban
residential development;

***
OAR 660-008-0005(2) and (6):
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(2) “Buildable Land” means residentially designated land within the
urban growth boundary, including both vacant and developed land likely
to be redeveloped, that is suitable, available and necessary for
residential uses. Publicly owned land is generally not considered
available for residential uses. Land is generally considered “suitable and
available” unless it:
a) Is severely constrained by natural hazards as determined under
Statewide Planning Goal 7;
b) Is subject to natural resource protection measures determined
under Statewide Planning Goals 5, 15, 16, 17, or 18;
c) Has slopes of 25% or greater;
d) Is within the 100-year flood plain; or
e) Cannot be provided with public facilities.

***
(6) “Redevelopable Land” means land zoned for residential use on
which development has already occurred but on which, due to present or
expected market forces, there exists the strong likelihood that existing
development will be converted to more intensive residential uses during
the planning period.
OAR 660-024-0050 (2007 Version):
(1) When evaluating or amending a UGB, a local government must
inventory land inside the UGB to determine whether there is adequate
development capacity to accommodate 20-year needs determined in
OAR 660-024-0040. For residential land, the buildable land inventory
must include vacant and redevelopable land, and be conducted in
accordance with OAR 660-007-0045 or 660-008-0010, whichever is
applicable, and ORS 197.296 for local governments subject to that
statute. * * *
(2) As safe harbors, a local government, except a city with a population over
25,000 or a metropolitan service district described in ORS 197.015(14),
may use the following assumptions in inventorying buildable lands to
accommodate housing needs:

Substantial Evidence
The Conclusion section of Sub-Issue 2.2 summarizes the need for an adequate
factual base and findings that are consistent with state law. The steps which
make up the remainder of this memo provide the factual base serving as
substantial evidence of compliance with state law in preparing a BLI:

Steps 1 & 2 - Explanation of criteria used to inventory vacant and
redevelopable lands;
Steps 3 & 4 - Examination of the amount and type of development that
has occurred since Bend’s last periodic review;
Step 5 - Projected capacity of buildable lands;
Step 5 - Explanation with adequate factual and policy basis for
projections that differ significantly from past trends;
Page 4
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Step 2 - Inclusion in the inventory of parcels smaller than 0.5 acre; and
Step 2 - Inclusion of parcels subject to CC&Rs, unless findings show why
they are not available for development or redevelopment;
Step 2 - Inclusion of buildable acreage within parcels that are partially
affected by “constrained” lands.

As required by ORS 197.296(5), the table provided as Attachment A summarizes
the number, density, and average mix of housing types that have occurred since
periodic review (1999-2008). This table also indicates trends in density and
average mix of housing types during that period.

Explanation of Compliance
The remainder of this memo explains the steps that have been taken to ensure
that the revised BLI will be fully compliant with state law. Step 1 outlines the
definitions that have been used to classify residential land consistent with ORS
197.296, OAR 660-008, and OAR 660-024. Remaining steps describe in detail
the methodologies used to estimate the amounts of acreage within these
categories and the potential yield in housing units by category. The housing unit
yield is the basis for preliminary estimates of capacity within the 2008 UGB.
Those capacity estimates are also based in part on housing trends observed
during 1999-2008. Those ten years correspond to the period since the last
periodic review, consistent with ORS 197.296(5)(a).

Step 1: Criteria Used for Buildable Lands Inventory
In reviewing the BLI adopted in 2008, much of DLCD’s concern centered on the
City’s interpretations of categories of land to be included in the inventory. In the
remand order, LCDC ruled that the City’s categories (vacant acreage, vacant
platted lots, vacant with pending land use approvals, and redevelopable) were
not consistent with state law. Except for “Redevelopable Land,” the terms used
in state law (above) for the categories of land to be included in a BLI are not
defined. (Even the definition of “Redevelopable Land” is open to interpretation.)
To ensure that on remand the correct categories would be used by the City in the
revised BLI, we contacted DLCD staff for more specific guidance on how to
define the categories of potentially buildable land within the UGB. This guidance
was also needed to prevent double counting of some types of land, since several
of the required categories could be considered to overlap, e.g. partially vacant
and infill. Through a series of recent e-mail exchanges, DLCD staff provided
their interpretations of state law in the form of definitions that could be used to
conduct a GIS parcel-based analysis of every acre of residentially planned or
zoned land in the Bend UGB as of 2008. 4 Those definitions as provided by
DLCD, for land that is vacant, partially vacant, developed, redevelopable, or
developed with infill potential, are shown below.

4

E-mail from Gloria Gardiner, DLCD, to Damian Syrnyk, October 21, 2010. See also e-mail
response from Gloria Gardiner, DLCD, to Karen Swirsky, dated June 9, 2011.
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With clarity as to definitions, the revised BLI has been developed though a GIS
database of all tax lots within the City. Information available in the database
includes Deschutes County Assessor data such as real market land and
improvement values, assessed values, property use information, and ownership
information. The database also includes zoning and General Plan designation,
property size, and the number and type of dwelling unit(s). Using this database,
lots as of 2008 were assigned to the categories below:
Vacant (Completely) – Land planned or zoned for residential use that has $0 in
improvements value. Properties that are planned or zoned for residential use,
but are dedicated for other uses such as parks, common areas, rights of way or
utilities are excluded. Publicly owned land is also excluded.
Partially Vacant – Land planned or zoned for residential use that has an
improvements value greater than $0, but contains fewer dwelling units than
permitted in the zone. Based solely on lot size, additional units could be built
without removal of the existing structure, but the lot is not large enough to further
divide. To identify partially vacant lands, we calculated the maximum number of
units that could be built on each developed parcel that was not large enough to
divide, based on the maximum density allowed per the development code and
the parcel size. The number of existing units was then subtracted from the
maximum number of units allowed. If one or more new units could be
accommodated, the parcel was categorized as partially vacant. (Considerations
such as setback and frontage requirements, lot coverage, or location of the
existing unit on the lot were not considered, although those will be limiting factors
in many cases.)
Developed – Land planned or zoned for residential use that is currently
developed with the maximum number of dwelling units allowed in the zone, and
the size of the lot does not allow for further division. (Residentially zoned land
that is currently developed with employment uses is categorized as Developed.)
Redevelopable - Lands in the Developed category may be considered
redevelopable only if there exists “the strong likelihood that existing development
will be converted to more intensive residential uses during the planning period.”
We have examined prior trends and examples of redevelopment to estimate the
extent to which developed lots have redeveloped in the past, and the resulting
housing yield. This work has focused on residentially zoned or designated lots
that were completely developed, not large enough to further divide or to have
additional units added without division, and where the existing unit(s) was
demolished in order to develop at a higher density.5 The City distinguished
Redevelopable lands from those identified as Partially Vacant or with Infill
Potential as these lands were not developed with the maximum number of units
allowed by their respective zones and additional units could be developed on
site.
Developed w/ Infill Potential – Land planned or zoned for residential use that is
currently developed, but where the lot is large enough to further divide consistent
with its current zoning without the removal of the existing dwelling. As with
5

E-mail from Gloria Gardiner to Damian Syrnyk, October 21, 2010.
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Partially Vacant land, this category does not consider limiting factors such as
setback and frontage requirements, lot coverage, or location of the existing unit
on the lot.

Step 2: Classify the 2008 Parcel Database into Developed, Vacant,
Partially Vacant, or Infillable Categories
Using criteria contained in the definitions above, every residentially designated or
zoned lot/parcel within the current UGB as of 2008 has been placed into one of
the following categories:

Vacant (completely) land
Partially vacant land
Developed land
Developed land with infill potential

State law also requires consideration of potentially redevelopable lands.
Because potentially redevelopable lands also require a finding of a “strong
likelihood” to redevelop, it is not possible to identify them in advance through a
GIS-based analysis. The role of potentially redevelopable lands in this revised
BLI is discussed in more detail under Step 6 as a sub-category of Developed
lands.
For each of the other categories above we have analyzed total developable
acres, as well as characteristics such as total number of lots/parcels, size of
lots/parcels, zoning/plan designation, real market land and improvement values,
assessed values, current property use, and ownership.
Within each of these categories, acres that are not buildable, based on criteria in
OAR 660-008-0005(2), have been identified and tabulated, i.e. any land that:
a) Is severely constrained by natural hazards as determined under
Statewide Planning Goal 7;
b) Is subject to natural resource protection measures determined under
statewide Planning Goals 5, 15, 16, 17, or 18;
c) Has slopes of 25% or greater;
d) Is within the 100-year flood plain; or
e) Cannot be provided with public facilities.
At this point, the only criteria from OAR 660-008-0005(2) that have been used to
exclude land as unsuitable are slopes in excess of 25% and land within the
boundaries of the 100-year floodplain. All other residentially planned or zoned
lands are considered buildable.
Results of this classification of 2008 residential parcels are summarized in Table
1. This summary indicates that as of 2008 there were a total of 7,210 acres of
residentially zoned or designated land considered suitable and potentially
available to accommodate needed housing units over the 2008-28 planning
period. An additional 128 acres of potentially available land for housing were
Page 7
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identified in two mixed-use zones, the Mixed-Use Riverfront (MR) Zone and the
Mixed Employment (ME) Zone. Note that for the RM and RH zones, Table 1
shows separate columns for a small amount of RM and RH acreage within the
Medical District Overlay Zone (MDOZ). For purposes of estimating housing
capacity, residential acres within the MDOZ are treated differently than RM and
RH land elsewhere. Whereas the RM and RH zones in general permit housing
as the primary use, within the boundaries of the MDOZ overlay the primary
purpose is “to allow for the continuation and flexible expansion of the hospital,
medical clinics, and associated uses in a planned and coordinated manner.”6
Housing is not precluded in the MDOZ, but medical and related uses are the
highest priority. Residential acreage in the MDOZ is included in Table 1 because
of its residential zoning, but is not treated as having capacity for new housing.7
Instead, this land has been treated as employment land for Goal 9 purposes, and
is expected to accommodate economic uses rather than housing.
Table 1

Preliminary BLI Acreage Summary - 2008
PLAN DESIGNATED OR ZONED (NON-MDOZ)
RL

RS

RM

RH

PO/RM/RS

MDOZ

SR2 1/2

UAR10

TOTAL

RM

MR1

RH

ME1

Developed
Lots
Existing Units
Total Acres
Constrained Acres
Total Potential Acres

2590
2537
1152
20
0

11958
10923
3634
232
0

881
814
161
4
0

77
5
31
1
0

5
5
1
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

15,512
14,284
4,979
257
0

6
0
9
0
0

77
22
121
1
0

440
137
194
23
0

259
11
169
2
0

Lots
Existing Units
Total Acres
Constrained Acres
Total Potential Acres

307
448
403
14
389

9486
10629
4201
238
3963

1962
6524
751
12
739

171
1005
59
0
59

6
6
2
0
2

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

11,932
18,612
5,416
265
5,151

8
302
16
0
16

16
141
23
1
21

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Lots
Existing Units
Total Acres
Constrained Acres
Total Potential Acres

2
0
1
0
1

21
0
3
0
3

1292
1454
141
1
140

59
73
6
0
6

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1,374
1,527
151
1
150

31
62
4
0
4

0
0
0
0
0

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Lots
Existing Units
Total Acres
Constrained Acres
Total Potential Acres

92
0
82
6
75

2933
0
1778
144
1634

421
0
183
8
175

44
0
22
0
22

15
0
3
0
3

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

3,505
0
2,068
159
1,909

15
0
34
0
34

27
0
32
0
32

16
0
30
1
28

19
3
105
5
100

Lots
Existing Units
Total Acres
Constrained Acres
Total Potential Acres

8
1
16
0
0

287
9
1089
186
0

79
4
100
7
0

16
0
25
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

2
0
506
0
0

392
14
1,736
193
0

1
88
5
0
0

1
0
3
0
0

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Lots
Existing Units
Total Acres
Constrained Acres
Total Potential Acres

2999
2986
1654
40
465

24685
21561
10704
801
5599

4635
8796
1337
31
1054

367
1083
143
1
86

26
11
6
0
5

1
0
0
0
0

2
0
506
0
0

32,715
34,437
14,349
874
7,210

61
452
68
0
53

121
163
179
2
54

456
137
224
24
28

278
14
274
7
100

Developed w/ Infill Potential

Partially Vacant

Vacant

Publicly Owned

TOTAL

The majority of potentially developable residential acres (5,151) are in the
Developed with Infill Potential (Infillable) category. The next largest category is
completely Vacant land, with a total of 1,909 residential acres. (For comparison,
the previous BLI (submitted in 2009) had estimated a total of 3,260 vacant acres,
when combining Vacant, Vacant–Pending Land Use, and Vacant–Platted Lots).
6

Bend Development Code, Sec. 2.7.510.
Since adoption of the MDOZ in 2004, only 5 housing units have been built within MDOZ
boundaries. See also Director’s Decision, Bend UGB Order 001775, January 8, 2010, p. 35.
7
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Total Developed residential acres, with no further capacity, are estimated at
4,979 acres (compared with 9,554 acres in the previous BLI). The BLI presented
in this memorandum does not classify Vacant land by these previous categories.

Step 3: Determine the Amount and Types of Past Housing
Development that Has Occurred on Residentially Designated or
Zoned Lands
The City has examined all new residential construction that occurred from 1999
(start of last periodic review) through 2008 to determine the amount and type that
has taken place on vacant lands, partially vacant lands, infill lands, and
developed lands (redevelopment). As previously noted, we used a database of
tax lots from 1999 that includes (for each property) characteristics such as the
existing level of development, land and improvement values, zoning and general
plan designation, whether it was large enough to divide, and whether a
demolition permit has been issued. The City then examined the land divisions
and building permit activity that took place on those properties for the 10-year
period, 1999-2008.
The result of this work is a database of residential land divisions and new
residential construction from 1999-2008, with each new division or building
permit categorized as occurring on either vacant land, partially vacant land,
developed infill land, or redeveloped land. The data also show the number of
permits and resulting units by type of housing by year:

Single-family dwelling
Attached single-family dwelling
Manufactured home on an individual lot
Multi-family dwelling (two or more attached dwellings on a single lot).

Table 2 and Figure 1 summarize the total number of permits and new housing
units built during 1999-2008:

Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
Total

Table 2
Permits
945
1,052
1,085
1,520
1,484
1,808
2,263
1,340
543
255
12,295

Figure 1
Units
1,057
1,218
1,305
2,115
1,879
1,944
2,720
1,430
583
313
14,564
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Of interest in these summaries is the sharp spike in permits issued and housing
units built during the middle portion of the period, and in particular during 20022005. These peaks coincided with the nationwide housing boom during this
period. The steep decline from 2006-2008 suggests a more modest rate of
construction activity that appears likely to continue in the near term, at least.

Step 4: Identify Trends of Development by Category of Lot/Parcel
and Type of Housing
In this step, land divisions and building permits for new residential units in
residentially planned or zoned areas were analyzed to estimate both the number
and proportion of units built during the 1999-2008 period by the lot/parcel
categories identified in Step 2. The result provides a compilation of total land
divisions and units built by year and by:

Vacant (completely) land
Partially vacant land
Developed land with infill potential
Developed land (occurrences of redevelopment)

Table 3, below, summarizes the permits that were issued between 1999 and
2008 by land development status.
Table 3
Residential Building Permits by Land Category 1999-2008
Development Status
Vacant
Redevelopment
Developed
(Replacement units)
Partially Vacant
Infill
Publicly Owned or
Institutional/Open
Space8
Total

Building
Permits
8,173
2
48

% of Total
66.47 %
0.002%

80
3,724

0.39 %
0.65 %
30.29 %

268

2.18%

12,295

100.00%

8

These are units that were built on land that is generally not available for housing. An example
would be a portion of public park land that was sold off for housing, while acquiring additional
residential land elsewhere for park expansion. During any given period, some small amount of
publicly owned or open space land may be made available for housing. During the same period,
some residential land is likely to be acquired for non-housing purposes, thus becoming
unavailable for housing. This activity does not indicate a general trend toward housing
development on publicly owned, institutional, or open space land; it simply reflects on-going real
estate transactions that in the end have relatively little impact on land availability or housing
production.
Page 10
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Table 3 indicates that roughly two-thirds of all permits issued were for
development on vacant land, while approximately 30% took place on land
categorized as infill. Based on the definition of “Redevelopment” cited in Step 1,
there was virtually no redevelopment activity during 1999-2008. There were a
total of 50 permits issued on lands where there was an existing unit AND where
the existing unit was demolished. That might initially seem to indicate instances
of redevelopment. However, when looking at these 50 permits, only 2 of them
resulted in more units than had existed prior to the demolition. In both of these
cases, duplexes were built after a single family home was demolished. The rest
of the 50 permits resulted in the same number of units (e.g., a single family home
was demolished and replaced with another single family home). Therefore, we
can assume that only 2 permits were the result of redevelopment; the; the other
48 were merely replacements of existing units.
There were also very few permits issued for parcels categorized as partially
vacant – less than 1% of the total. These were cases where housing units were
built on parcels that had an existing dwelling(s), and there was enough area for
additional dwellings to be built, but the parcel was not large enough to divide.
Because of the significant share of new housing built on lands classified as
infillable during 1999-2008 we took a closer look at that category. As noted
above, approximately 30% of all permits for new housing units during that period
( 3,724(3,724 permits) were issued for infill parcels. That resulted in 4,507 new
housing units, out of a total of 14,564 new units built during that period. The
distribution by year of infill units built between 1999-2008 is shown below in
Table 4 and Figure 2:

Table 4

Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
Total

Permits
97
202
128
409
474
576
943
488
260
147
3,724

Figure 2

Units
120
323
154
553
586
652
1152
518
298
151
4,507

The spike shown in Figure 2 for units produced during 2004-06 on Infill lots is
similar to that for construction of total units during that period, but even more
pronounced for infill construction. This suggests that during the height of the
housing boom, the owners of infill properties were much more motivated to
Page 11
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develop housing when compared to the housing market conditions that preceded
and followed this housing boom. than during more normal housing market
conditions. This degree of motivation is important because in normal times
owners of most infill parcels are more likely to think of their properties as built
out, with less inclination to pursue further development.
In 1999 there were 8,158 parcels that satisfied the criteria for a potential Infill lot,
i.e. a developed residential lot large enough to divide further without removing
the existing dwelling. Over 90% of those lots (91.4%) were underless than one
acre in size. Each of these infillable lots already had some improvement value
greater than $0. Any of these potential Infill lots in theory might have been
further developed with additional housing units, but most owners would have
needed unusually strong motivation to do so. Conditions in the local housing
market during 2004-06 were such that a reasonable person might have assumed
more owners of potential Infill lots were in fact unusually motivated to
considerwould act to divide dividing their lots and selling them for new housing
units. (Even so, The trend data shows that only 5.7% of all infillable lots as of
1999 actually received building permits for residential infill development during
the 1999-2008 period.) By 2008 market conditions had changed significantly. At
that time, a consensus was developing among economists and housing
specialists that the boom conditions that existed during 2004-06 were unlikely to
be repeated for the foreseeable future.

Step 5: Estimate Preliminary Capacity of Vacant Lands
Housing trends observed during the 1999-2008 period can be useful as a
resource for estimating future housing capacity. Consideration of these trends is
also required by ORS 197.296(5).
In Step 5 we consider the potential capacity of vacant lands, based on past
trends and the amount of estimated suitable, available acreage. As discussed
above, there are two sub-categories of vacant lands: Completely vacant and
partially vacant. Table 5, below, summarizes the completely vacant acreage by
zone as of 2008. Although not required by rule or statute, these completely
vacant acres are further broken down in Table 5 into vacant platted lots, and raw,
un-platted vacant acreage for the purpose of more accurately estimating the
future capacity of these lands. As Table 5 indicates, as of 2008, there were 723
acres of buildable, completely vacant land in the form of platted lots; there; there
were another 1,186 gross acres of completely vacant raw land.
Vacant Platted Lots
As part of the completely vacant category, Table 5 shows that in 2008 the 723
vacant, available, platted acres were made up of 2,965 individual lots (outside
the MDOZ). The median size of these platted lots is .15 acre. Nearly all of
these lots (90%) were in single-family residential zones (RL or RS), or were
platted for single-family (attached) dwellings in other residential zones.
Therefore, in terms of capacity, we assume that each of these vacant lots will be
developed with one dwelling unit, for a total yield of 2,965 units.
Page 12
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Table 5
2008 Vacant Residential Lands Summary
And Potential Housing Unit Yield
RESIDENTIAL PLAN DESIGNATED OR ZONED (NON-MDOZ)
RL

RS

RM

RH

PO/RM/RS

SR2 1/2

MDOZ

UAR10

TOTAL

RM

RH

Vacant - Platted Lots
Lots
Units
Acres
Constrained Acres
Total Available Acres
Potential Housing Yield

60
0
29
0
29
60

2601
0
731
75
655
2601

266
0
33
1
33
266

23
0
3
0
3
23

15
0
3
0
3
15

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

2,965
0
800
77
723
2,965

8
0
2
0
2
8

9
0
4
0
4
9

Vacant - Non-Platted (Raw land)
Lots
Units
Acres
Constrained Acres
Total Available Acres (Gross)
Total Available Acres (Net)

32
0
52
6
46
37

332
0
1048
69
979
773

155
0
149
7
142
112

21
0
19
0
18
15

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

540
0
1,268
82
1,186
937

7
0
32
0
32
NA

18
0
29
0
28
NA

2.10

4.90

13.40

27.47

0

0

0

NA

NA

77

3790

1507

401

0

0

0

5,775

0

0

137

6391

1773

424

15

0

0

8,740

0

0

Assumed Net Density1
Potential Housing Yield
Total Potential Housing Yield
1

See Attachment A

Completely Vacant (Non-Platted) Land
Table 5 indicates a 2008 total of 1,186 gross buildable acres classified as
completely vacant, non-platted (raw) land. Of this amount, 21% must be
deducted for land for streets and utilities that will need to be dedicated, resulting
in a net vacant acreage figure of 937 acres. Average net densities by zone for
the 1999-2008 period have been calculated (see Attachment A of this memo),
and are shown in Table 5 to estimate capacity for vacant raw land. Actual
averageActual average densities for 1999-2008 range from 2.1 units/net acre in
the RL zone to 16.9 units/net acre in the RH zone. (Because the 16.9 density
figure for the RH zone, based on trends, is lower than the current minimum
allowed density of 27.47, we assume that net buildable acres in the RH zone
would be built out at 27.47 units/net acre, rather than the 16.9 actual average
density observed during 1999-2008.) Applying theApplying the 1999-2008
densities to the available net acres in the completely vacant, raw land subcategory, (with an assumed density of 27.47 units/net acre for the RH zone), the
resulting total yield in potential housing units is 5,775 units.9 When combined
9

This estimate assumes development during the planning period of all vacant land within
the UGB as of 2008. In reality this is extremely unlikely, since at any given time there is
always some amount of vacant land in Bend or any other community. In 1999 there were
5,086 acres of vacant, raw (un-platted) land, and in 2008 there were 2,064 acres in that
category. It would seem safe to assume that at the end of the 2008-28 planning period
there will still be some amount of un-developed residential land, being held by owners
who for various reasons have chosen not to make their buildable land available for
Page 13
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with the estimated capacity of vacant platted lots, we estimate a total capacity of
8,740 housing units for completely vacant residential land.

Partially Vacant Land
For the Partially Vacant category, Table 1 indicates a 2008 total of 150 acres of
potentially available land. As defined above, these are parcels that are planned
or zoned for residential use, that are currently developed, but contain fewer
dwelling units than permitted in the zone; additional; additional units can be built
without the removal of the existing dwelling, but the lot is not large enough to
further divide. Nearly all of these partially vacant lots (94%) are located in the
RM zone. Analysis of all partially vacant lots during 1999-2008 shows that very
few of them experienced further development that resulted in additional housing
units. Of the 12,295 permits issued for new housing units during that period, only
80 (less than 1%) were issued for partially vacant lots. As with developed Infill
lots, owners of partially vacant lots generally must be highly motivated to build
additional units on these lots. As noted above, the market conditions that
produced some new housing on partially vacant lots during 1999-2008 are not
likely to be experienced again in the foreseeable future. There are also
significant practical difficulties to building more units on partially vacant lots.
Because the existing units are not removed, and because these partially vacant
lots are not large enough to further divide, there is very little room left for adding
units. What remaining area might be technically available for more housing units
is likely to be in use for parking, open space, or landscaping. For these reasons,
and because of the observed trend of very limited amounts of new housing built
on partially vacant lots during 1999-2008, the City assumes only a negligible
housing unit yield from partially vacant lands during the 2008-28 planning period.
When the estimated yield from buildable, available completely vacant platted lots
(2,965 units) is combined with the estimated yield from completely vacant raw
land (5,775) as of 2008, we estimate that these completely vacant lands within
the current UGB have a theoretical capacity of approximately 8,740 units.
Allowing for a very limited yield from potentially available partially vacant lands,
this estimate for all vacant and partially vacant lands might reasonably be
rounded up to 8,750to 8,750 units for the 2008-28 planning period.

Step 6: Estimate Raw Capacity of Developed LandsDeveloped
Lands
As discussed above, there are three categories of Developed residential lands to
be considered in the BLI: Developed with no further opportunities for new
development; developed with infill potential; and developed parcels that may be
redeveloped with a larger number of housing units, assuming there is evidence of
a “strong likelihood” to do so. Table 1 indicates that in the first category, as of
2008, there were 15,512 fully developed residential lots in the current UGB,
comprising 4,979 acres, thatacres that are fully built out with no additional
housing. A capacity estimate that assumes build-out of every acre of vacant land is
unavoidably inflated.
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capacity. Below, we estimate the capacity of the other two categories of
Developed residential lands – those with infill potential and those that may be
redeveloped.

Infill Land
Table 1 indicates that there are 11,932 residential lots totaling 5,151 acres (not
including MDOZ; see Footnote 7) that are potentially available for additional infill
development. Although there may appear to be considerable potential for
additional capacity on these infill lands, the history of infill development during
1999-2008 shows that only a relatively small proportion of them actually yielded
additional units. In 1999 there were 8,158 infillable lots within the UGB.
Between 1999 and 2008, infill activity resulting in permits for new units occurred
on only 5.7% (465) of those lots, comprising 26% of all potentially infillable acres.
Looking at patterns of infill development during 1999-2008, we see that some
amount of infill development occurred in all residential zones, although it was
mostly concentrated in the RS zone:
Table 6
Proportion of Divided Acres on Infill Lots Byby Zone 1999-2008
Zone
Percentage of Divided Acres
RL
7.96%
RS
77.39%
RM
13.66%
RH
0.99%
Total
100%

As illustrated in Figure 2 above, the amount of infill development peaked
dramatically during the 2004-06 period, coincident with the height of the housing
boom. This strongly suggests that the volume of infill housing development is
influenced by the perceived strengthperceived strength of the local housing
market and the inclination of the owners of infillable lots to make them available
for more development. As economic conditions favor or stimulate all types of
housing development, owners of some infillable lots are increasingly motivated to
sell parts of their land for new housing, or to develop new units themselves. As
shown in Table 4, the 3-year period 2004-06 accounted for 52% of total infill units
built during the ten years of 1999-2008; 2005; 2005 alone accounted for 26% of
the 10-year total. As of 2008, a general consensus was emerging that those
economic and housing market conditions that drove the spike in infill housing
development during 2004-06 are unlikely to be repeated in the foreseeable
future.
One way of realistically estimating capacity of infillable lands is to consider the
pattern of previous infill activity based on the size of infillable parcels. Based on
trends observed during 1999-2008 we can estimate the proportion of small lots
(<1 acre) and the proportion of large lots (>1 acre) that will experience infill
during the planning period. During the 1999-2008 period, 4% of infillable lots
less than 1 acre divided (on 4.5% of the infillable acres of small lots), and 36% of
Page 15
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infillable lots larger than 1 acre divided (on 51% of the infillable acres of large
lots). Applying these same proportions to infillable land as of 2008 results in
estimates of 452 lots (157 acres) smaller than 1 acre in size, and 231 lots (850
acres) larger than 1 acre in size that could be expected to see infill development
during the planning period. Assuming these acres are distributed among
residential zones and plan designations similar to observed patterns during 19992008 (Table 6), we can estimate that a total of 1,007 acres will experience infill,
as shown in Table 7, below.
Table 7
Projected Potential Developed Infill Acres by Zone 2008-28

Zone
RL
RS
RM
RH
Total

Acres
Large Lots
67.71
657.96
116.10
8.41
850.17

Small Lots
12.49
121.33
21.41
1.55
156.78

Total
80.20
779.29
137.51
9.96
1006.95

The next step was to estimate the number of units that might be accommodated
on these 1,007 acres. Actual average densities of infill properties for 1999-2008
were examined by zone and lot size, and by applying those densities to the
estimated number of acres that would infill, a resulting raw unit yield of 4,893 was
derived (Table 8).
Table 8
Projected Capacity of Infill Acres by Zone 2008-28
Small Lots
Zone

Acres

Large Lots

Density

Capacity
(Units)

Acres

Density

Capacity
(Units)

Total
Capacity
(Units)

RL

12.49

2.21

28

67.71

1.83

124

152

RS

121.33

7.57

918

657.96

3.36

2,211

3,129

RM

21.41

11.56

247

116.10

9.17

1,065

1,312

RH

1.55

18.50

29

8.41

32.35

272

301

156.78

n/a

1,222

850.17

n/a

3,671

4,893

Total

Next, the raw estimate of 4,893 was adjusted to deduct existing units that would
be assumed to already exist on these infillable lots. The average number of
existing housing units on lots underless than 1 acre in size in 2008 was 1.2. The
average number of existing units on lots larger than 1 acre was 8.03. By
applying these figures to the estimated number infillable lots by lot size, it can be
estimated that a total of 2,397 existing units should be deducted from the raw
estimate of 4,893 total units on infillable acres. The result of this calculation is a
final estimate of 2,496 new units on infillable land during the planning period.
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Redevelopable
The final sub-category of the Developed lands category is redevelopment
potential. The criterion for redevelopment, as provided in Step 1 with guidance
from DLCD, is very narrow. Based on state law, DLCD considers that
redevelopment occurs only on a completely developed lot, which is not large
enough to further divide, where the existing unit(s) is demolished in order to
develop at a higher density. In addition, state law requires evidence of a “strong
likelihood” of redevelopment in order to assume any amount of redevelopment
activity.10 Given these criteria, as discussed above, only two cases of residential
redevelopment were identified for the entire 1999-2008 period. Potentially, any
of the 1,355 developed lots in the partially vacant category or the 11,873
developed lots in the infill category might be considered a candidate for
redevelopment. However, when the evidence indicates that redevelopment as
defined here essentially did not occur during the extraordinary boom years of
1999-2008, there’s very little the trend data does not suggest basis for a strong
likelihood of redevelopment during the 2008-28 planning period. Therefore, we
conclude that there is not a strong likelihood that there will be any measurable
yield from redevelopment activity, as defined above, during the planning period.
For the purpose of this analysis, the BLI does not include measurable yield from
redevelopable lands. This conclusion will likely need to be reexamined after the
conclusion of the housing needs analysis and further work on efficiency
measures (See Tasks 3.1 and 3.2). The City may need to consider revising the
estimate of “redevelopable” lands in the UGB if efficiency measures are
proposed that would increase the likelihood that certain parcels would be
redeveloped (e.g. rezoning to allow higher densities of housing.)

Total Residential Lands Capacity
Table 9, below, summarizes preliminary estimates of residentially zoned or
designated lands capacity for the 2008-28 planning period:

Table 9
Residential Land Category
Vacant
Partially Vacant
Infill
Redevelopment
Total

Potential Capacity (Units)
8,740
10
2,496
0
11,246

Step 7: Housing Capacity of Mixed-Use Zones

10

OAR 660-008-0005(6): “’Redevelopable Land’” means land zoned for residential use on which
development has already occurred but on which, due to present or expected market forces, there
exists the strong likelihood that existing development will be converted to more intensive
residential uses during the planning period.”
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ORS 197.296(4)(a) includes “Lands that may be used for a mix of residential and
employment uses under the existing planning or zoning” among the types of
lands that must be included in the buildable lands inventory. Bend has three
mixed-use districts: the Mixed Employment District (ME), the Mixed Use
Riverfront District (MR) and the Professional Office District (PO). Each of these
allows some housing, as well as various combinations of retail, commercial,
public/institutional, and light industrial uses. The PO zone applies to only a few
very small parcels that are adjacent to each other (off of Empire Ave.), with a
combined acreage of approximately 7.5 acres. There is no history of
development of any kind on PO land. These parcels are currently included in the
Bend Economic Opportunities Analysis inventory of employment land.
As of 2008, the MR zone (Old Mill District) contains a total of 222 nonconstrained acres, of which 28 acres are vacant.11 Single-family and multi-family
housing are listed as permitted uses in the Bend Development Code for the MR
zone. During the 1999-2008 period permits were issued for a total of 115
housing units in this zone. The MR zone does not establish minimum or
maximum densities for housing. The existing housing units in this zone occupy
7.74 acres, and have an average density (2008) of 15 units/acre. The 7.74 acres
of housing represent 4% of total, developed MR zone acreage. Assuming this
ratio of housing to non-housing acreage continues into the planning period, we
could expect 1.12 acres of the remaining 28 acres of vacant MR land to
accommodate new housing. Assuming also a continuation of the 2008 average
density of 15 units/acre, another 17 housing units could be expected in the MR
zone during the planning period.
Although it is a mixed-use zone, the ME zone has a stronger emphasis on
employment uses. Its purpose is described in the Bend Development Code as
follows:
The Mixed Employment zone is intended to provide a broad mix of uses
that offer a variety of employment opportunities. Where Mixed
Employment Districts occur on the edge of the city, their function is more
transitional in nature providing service commercial businesses and
supporting residential uses in an aesthetic mixed environment. In this
instance, when residential units are provided, the units shall be within
12
easy walking distance to the commercial and employment uses.

Both single family housing and multi-family housing are listed as conditional uses
in the ME zone, rather than as outright permitted uses, as in the MR zone. As of
2008, there were 11 housing units in the ME zone, and a total of 100 vacant,13
non-constrained acres in the ME zone. During the 1999-2008 period there were
no permits issued for any housing units in the ME zone. These 100 acres are
currently included in the Bend Economic Opportunities Analysis inventory of
11

Because acreage in the MR and ME zones was considered as available for employment uses,
and is tallied in the Bend Economic Opportunities Analysis, vacant acres in these zones are
defined as provided in OAR 660-009-0005.
12
Bend Development Code, Chapter 2.3, Sec. 2.3.100.
13
Because acreage in the MR and ME zones was considered as available for employment uses,
and is tallied in the Bend Economic Opportunities Analysis, vacant acres in these zones are
defined as provided in OAR 660-009-0005.
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vacant, available employment land. Given the basic purpose of the ME zone,
and the absence of any new housing production during the 1999-2008, we
assume all remaining vacant acreage in this zone will be occupied by nonresidential employment uses.

Step 8: Total Estimated Capacity 2008-28 by Category
Table 10 below summarizes estimates derived from the steps discussed above,
including estimated capacity from mixed-use zones, to arrive at a raw, grand total
capacity estimate by land category. Final capacity estimates will be revised
based on an updated Housing Needs Analysis and any additional land use
efficiency measures that may be identified.

Table 10
Residential Land Category
Vacant
Partially Vacant
Infill
Redevelopment
Mixed-Use Capacity
Total

Potential Capacity (Units)
8,740
10
2,496
0
17
11,263

The preliminary capacity estimate of 11,263 units represents 67.5% of the 16,681
total needed housing units for the 2008-28 planning period. This estimate can be
compared with an initial capacity estimate of 10,059 units (60% of needed units),
prior to efficiency measures, from the previous BLI. Additional measures taken
as a result of the updated Housing Needs Analysis and in compliance with Goal
14 may increase further the final capacity estimate for the current UGB.

Conclusion
It is important to emphasize that the contents of this memo do not make up a
complete, final BLI. Because Bend is under remand, and because Sub-Issue 2.2
must be addressed specifically, this memo combines several of the most
important steps in the process of compiling a BLI for housing. The next step in
this process is for the City to complete revision the Housing Needs Analysis, as
directed by Sub-Issues 2.3 and 2.4. One possible outcome of that step could be
a revised estimate of acres needed for multi-family housing, with corresponding
revisions to estimates of acres assumed to be available for that housing type.
Finally, we will consider any additional land use efficiency measures that may be
warranted, in response to Sub-Issue 3.1. To the extent additional measures are
identified, capacity estimates contained in this memo will be further adjusted.

Recommendation
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City staff recommends that the Remand Task Force accept this memo as a
preliminary Buildable Lands Inventory satisfying Remand Sub-Issue 2.2.
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Attachment A
HOUSING UNITS BY TYPE AND PLAN DESIGNATION
PRE-1998 1
RL

RS

RM

RH

ALL RESIDENTIAL ZONES

TOTAL UNITS 2 AVE DENSITY 3 TOTAL UNITS 2 AVE DENSITY 3 TOTAL UNITS 2 AVE DENSITY 3 TOTAL UNITS 2 AVE DENSITY 3
Single Family - Detached4
Single Family - Attached5
Multiple Family Housing6
Manufactured Homes - In Parks 7
Manufactured Homes - On Lots

8

TOTAL

TOTAL UNITS 2

AVE DENSITY 3

Pre-1998 Units - % of Total

2,146
0

1.9
0.0

8,846
26

3.1
5.1

1,606
22

4.7
21.5

145
0

6.6
0.0

12,743
48

2.9
7.8

66%
0%

SFD
SFDA

57

8.8

500

9.7

3,314

16.6

539

20.9

4,410

15.5

23%

Multifamily

148

2.7

557

3.4

593

6.5

0

0.0

1,298

4.1

7%

Manuf in Parks

382
2,733

2.9
2.1

241
10,170

3.2
3.2

73
5,608

5.8
8.5

0
684

0.0
14.4

696
19,195

3.1
3.7

4%
100%

Manuf on Lots
TOTAL

1998-2008
RL

RS

RM

RH

ALL RESIDENTIAL ZONES

TOTAL UNITS 2 AVE DENSITY 3 TOTAL UNITS 2 AVE DENSITY 3 TOTAL UNITS 2 AVE DENSITY 3 TOTAL UNITS 2 AVE DENSITY 3
Single Family - Detached4
Single Family - Attached
Multiple Family Housing

5

6

Manufactured Homes - In Parks 7
Manufactured Homes - On Lots 8
TOTAL

TOTAL UNITS 2

AVE DENSITY 3

New Units - % of Total

210

2.0

10,306

4.6

828

8.7

27

13.4

11,371

4.7

72%

SFD

0

0.0

435

8.7

175

12.5

0

0.0

610

9.5

4%

SFDA

0

0.0

514

14.2

2,547

16.1

535

17.1

3,596

16.0

23%

Multifamily

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0%

Manuf in Parks

43
253

3.1
2.1

71
11,326

6.6
4.9

43
3,593

7.0
13.4

0
562

0.0
16.9

157
15,734

5.1
5.7

1%
100%

Manuf on Lots
TOTAL

ALL YEARS

Single Family - Detached4
Single Family - Attached5
Multiple Family Housing6
Manufactured Homes - In Parks 7
Manufactured Homes - On Lots 8

RL
RS
RM
RH
ALL RESIDENTIAL ZONES
TOTAL UNITS 2 AVE DENSITY 3 TOTAL UNITS 2 AVE DENSITY 3 TOTAL UNITS 2 AVE DENSITY 3 TOTAL UNITS 2 AVE DENSITY 3 TOTAL UNITS 2 AVE DENSITY 3
2,356
1.9
19,152
3.8
2,434
5.6
172
7.2
24,114
3.6
0
0.0
461
8.4
197
13.1
0
0.0
658
9.4
57
8.8
1,014
11.3
5,861
16.6
1,074
18.8
8,006
15.8
148
2.7
557
3.4
593
6.5
0
0.0
1,298
4.1
425
2.9
312
3.6
116
6.2
0
0.0
853
3.4
TOTAL
2,986
2.1
21,496
3.9
9,201
9.9
1,246
15.5
34,929
4.4

All Units - % of Total
69%
SFD
2%
SFDA
23%
Multifamily
4%
Manuf in Parks
2%
Manuf on Lots
100%
TOTAL

Summary data prepared 12/28/2010 by C. Miller from February 2008 Buildable Lands Inventory
1

Pre-1998 data includes all properties, and the dw elling units on those properties, that are in the current Urban Grow th Boundary. Some properties w ere outside of Bend's current UGB at the time they w ere constructed.

2

Total units includes all built and permitted units, including units in the MDOZ, by general plan designation.

3

Average density is the total number of built and permitted units (WHERE ONLY ONE TYPE OF HOUSING UNIT WAS ON A PROPERTY), divided by the total acres of those properties, by housing unit type and general plan designation.

4

"Single Family - Detached" means a housing unit that is free standing and separate from other housing units. OAR 660-008-0005(3)

5

"Single Family - Attached" means common-w all dw ellings or row houses w here each dw elling unit occupies a separate lot. OAR 660-008-0005(1)

6

"Multiple Family Housing" means attached housing w here each dw elling unit is not located on a separate lot. OAR 660-008-0005(5) This category includes duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes, buildings w ith five or more dw elling units, and condominiums.

7

"Manufactured Homes - In Parks" are those in designated manufactured home parks.

8

"Manufactured Homes - On Lots" are manufactured homes located on a separate lot, including those in designated manufactured home subdivisions.
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Memorandum
October 7, 2014
To:

Residential Lands Technical Advisory Committee

Cc:

Bend Staff

From:

APG Consulting Team

Re:

Land Use Efficiency Measures Context and Opportunity Sites

INTRODUCTION
Legal and Remand Requirements
The Residential Lands Technical Advisory Committee (Residential TAC) has been given an
overview of a range of possible efficiency measures that Bend can or must consider and the
legal requirements for consideration of efficiency measures in the “Introduction to Land Use
Efficiency Measures” memorandum dated August 19, 2014. Of particular relevance to this
memorandum, the Bend Urban Growth Boundary Remand (Remand) requires the City to
evaluate large blocks of vacant land, stating:




“the City must explain why increasing the density allowed, particularly for large blocks of
vacant land outside of existing established neighborhoods, is not reasonable during the
20-year planning period.”1
“The measures the City considers must include, but are not limited to, evaluating the infill
capacity (including plan and zone changes) of residential lands with more than five acres
that are vacant or partially vacant.”2

The additional measures identified in the Remand and the Department of Land Conservation
and Development (DLCD) Director’s Report that the city must consider are included in the
August memorandum.
The Remand and state statute and rule also provide guidance on how the city should consider
the likelihood that the measures identified will be effective:


“To the extent that the City elects to meet its future need for residential land by adopting
new measures to promote infill and/or redevelopment, ORS 197.296(7) requires that it
demonstrate that such measures ‘demonstrably increase the likelihood that residential

1

Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) Remand, page 52.

2

LCDC Remand, page 53.
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development will occur at the housing types and density and at the mix of housing types
required to meet needs over the next 20 years.’”3
"In establishing that actions and measures ... demonstrably increase the likelihood of
higher density residential development, the local government shall at a minimum ensure
that land zoned for needed housing is in locations appropriate for the housing types
identified ... and is zoned at density ranges that are likely to be achieved by the housing
market ...” 4

Focus for Residential TAC Meeting #3
This memorandum, along with the urban form diagrams that have been provided under
separate cover, is intended to provide additional context as the Residential TAC considers the
geographic locations where various measures may be appropriate. As a starting point for the
TAC discussion of where there are opportunities to increase residential capacity within the
existing Urban Growth Boundary (UGB), the project team has identified a set of “opportunity
sites” that may have the potential to yield substantial changes in residential capacity with
minimal disruption to existing neighborhoods. These include large vacant parcels planned for
residential use, large residential parcels with only a single family home, and lands planned for
employment or public facilities that may be appropriate to convert to residential or mixed use.
The TAC discussion is intended to help identify which of the identified opportunity sites are
suitable for efficiency measures such as rezoning to a higher density designation, increasing
minimum density, allowing additional housing types, providing density bonuses, or requiring
master planning.
The context provided in this memorandum is intended to guide the discussion of what the
identified opportunity sites could or should become in order to support the project goals and
advance the urban form that the city wants. The Residential TAC is asked to provide feedback
on urban form opportunities identified for specific opportunity sites and to evaluate and refine
potential efficiency measure strategies to realize those urban form opportunities.
Measures that have more relevance for developed neighborhoods and for small infill sites (e.g.
allowing/encouraging accessory dwelling units and modifying development standards such as
parking, building height, and/or lot coverage) and those that would not be targeted
geographically (e.g. reducing System Development Charges, multifamily housing tax credits,
and reduced permitting fees) will be explored in a subsequent TAC meeting.

Looking Ahead
The discussion of opportunity sites and subsequent discussions of where to target specific
efficiency measures all feed into the creation and testing of scenarios for the existing UGB using
the Envision Tomorrow model. Residential efficiency measures will be combined with measures
to increase employment within the UGB through targeted support for redevelopment on
3

LCDC Remand, page 54.

4

ORS 197.296(9)
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employment land based on the work of the Employment TAC. Several options that combine
residential and employment efficiency measures will be evaluated for their impacts on capacity,
vehicle miles traveled, and qualitative measures that relate to the project goals. These options
will be refined and narrowed; the preferred option or options will determine the residual land
need to be met through UGB expansion (this may be a range).

CONTEXT: WHAT EFFICIENCY MEASURES CAN HELP
ACHEIVE
Project Goals
The exploration of appropriate ways to accommodate more housing within Bend’s existing UGB
is also linked to and guided by the Project Goals. Among the relevant statements from the
Project Goals are:










“Bend has a variety of great neighborhoods that promote a sense of community and are
well-designed, safe, walkable, and include local schools and parks.”
“Small neighborhood centers provide local shops, a mix of housing types, and
community gathering places.”
“The character of historic neighborhoods is protected and infill development is
compatible.”5
“Bend's downtown continues to be an active focal point for residents and visitors with
strong businesses, urban housing, arts and cultural opportunities, and gathering places.”
“Bend residents have access to a variety of high quality housing options, including
housing affordable to people with a range of incomes and housing suitable to seniors,
families, people with special needs, and others.”
“Bend's balanced transportation system incorporates an improved, well-connected
system of facilities for walking, bicycling, and public transit, while also providing a
reliable system for drivers.”
“Efficient use of existing infrastructure is a top priority.”

These goals indicate that efficiency measures should support housing variety and affordability,
be respectful of the character of established neighborhoods, support neighborhood centers and
public transit, increase opportunities for urban housing downtown, and encourage complete
neighborhoods with access to schools and parks.

Urban Form
“Urban form”, which refers to the pattern and organization of development in the city, is another
important consideration that should guide the selection of appropriate efficiency measures for
5

Note that the concept of compatibility is subject to interpretation in terms of what it means in practice.
The term is not defined in Bend’s development code, and while the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA)
has provided some guidance in their opinions, they are not focused on design. It will be important to
further clarify what this concept means for the Bend community as the efficiency measures are developed
and refined.
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specific locations within the city. The urban form diagrams that will be presented at the “AllTAC” meeting on October 9th describe Bend as it is today. They are intended to help identify
patterns and commonalities that may help target the appropriate types of efficiency measures
for different areas. For example, in areas that are lacking a particular amenity in order to be
complete neighborhoods, it may be appropriate to offer density bonuses in exchange for
providing the needed amenity. The efficiency measures should help Bend achieve a desirable
urban form, helping make Bend even better as it grows.
In addition to the project goals, the following urban form principles, which come from previous
visioning work in Bend as well as nationally recognized best practices, can help inform the
measures that may be appropriate in Bend:


“Our growth management practices and incentives have retained Bend’s small-town
character while supporting… the provision of more diverse and affordable housing, and
the formation of complete communities – including mixed-use development and
accessible neighborhood centers.”6



Affordable housing should be distributed throughout the region to match job
opportunities and to avoid concentrations of poverty. Within neighborhoods, a broad
range of housing types and price levels can bring people of diverse ages, races, and
incomes into daily interaction, strengthening the personal and civic bonds essential to an
authentic community. 7



Provide a variety of housing types and sizes within zones so that residents, young and
old alike, can find housing that suits their life-stage needs as these needs change
without having to leave the neighborhood they have grown up in or accustomed to.8



“Bend has developed a number of small neighborhood centers in the community, where
local residents can walk or bike to cafes, shops, gathering places, pocket parks,
recreational facilities, and other services.” 9



Neighborhoods should be compact, pedestrian friendly, and mixed-use. Many activities
of daily living should occur within walking distance, allowing independence to those who
do not drive, especially the elderly and the young.10

6

Bend 2030: A Visioning Project by and for the People of Bend, OR | Community Vision Statement and
Executive Summary, http://bend2030.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Bend-2030-FinalCommunity-Vision.pdf (Published June 2006).
7

Charter of the New Urbanism by Congress for the New Urbanism, originally published in 1999 –
http://www.cnu.org/charter.
8

EPA Smart Growth Principles: Smart Growth Audit of Zoning Code and Subdivision Regulations:
Findings and Recommendations by Smart Growth Leadership Institute, University of California, Susan
Weaver, Deepak Bahl, and Jessica Cogan. Published on June 22, 2004.
http://www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/scorecards/MountJoyReport.pdf.

9

Bend 2030: A Visioning Project by and for the People of Bend, OR | Community Vision Statement and
Executive Summary, http://bend2030.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Bend-2030-FinalCommunity-Vision.pdf (Published June 2006).
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Many small businesses – including restaurants, bars and retail stores – rely heavily on
foot traffic. Communities with homes, shops and jobs close by provide the steady stream
of potential customers to make these businesses viable.11



“Bend has established mixed-use development along key corridors and in designated
centers. Development codes address building design, heights, densities and levels of
affordability where residential, employment and retail uses mix.” 12



Appropriate building densities and land uses should be within walking distance of transit
stops, permitting public transit to become a viable alternative to the automobile.13

Impact on Travel Behavior
One of the additional requirements that the city must address as part of the UGB Remand
project is impact on Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) per capita from different ways of growing.
Based on state requirements, the city must either plan for growth in ways that reduce per capita
VMT or, if VMT per capita cannot be reduced, the city must take steps to minimize the
increases. There are many ways in which urban form and development patterns affect how
people travel, but generally more compact, connected development that puts housing, jobs,
shopping, schools, and other key destinations closer together makes it easier for people to walk,
bike, or ride transit and makes the distances they have to travel when they do drive shorter, all
of which reduces VMT.

Needed Housing Mix and Density
The efficiency measures can help the city achieve the housing mix that the TAC endorsed and
the UGB Steering Committee approved by increasing the land available for providing a variety
of housing types in order to better meet the identified Housing Need in terms of both mix and
density.

OPPORTUNITY SITES
Overview
There are three categories of opportunity sites identified in the maps attached to this
memorandum and described in the table that follows:

10

Charter of the New Urbanism by Congress for the New Urbanism, originally published in 1999 –
http://www.cnu.org/charter.
11

Smart Growth America’s Smart Growth Principles: http://www.smartgrowthamerica.org/

12

Bend 2030: A Visioning Project by and for the People of Bend, OR | Community Vision Statement and
Executive Summary, http://bend2030.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Bend-2030-FinalCommunity-Vision.pdf (Published June 2006).
13

Charter of the New Urbanism by Congress for the New Urbanism, originally published in 1999 –
http://www.cnu.org/charter.
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1. Large vacant parcels planned for residential use. These parcels are more than five
acres in size and have no identified land use. They have residential plan designations,
are not publicly owned, and are not within the Medical District Overlay Zone (MDOZ).14
Land within other special districts is also excluded from this discussion of opportunity
sites, since area-specific planning has already been done for those parcels. Parcels
with pending or approved development applications are shown with a thinner outline on
the attached maps; they are presumed not to offer opportunities for efficiency measures
unless the current development applications fall through or expire.
2. Large residential parcels with only a single family home. These parcels are more
than five acres in size and are developed with a single family home. Of the parcels with
existing development, these have the most additional development potential. They have
residential plan designations and are not within the MDOZ. Land within other special
districts is also excluded from this discussion of opportunity sites, since area-specific
planning has already been done for those parcels. Parcels with pending or approved
development applications are shown with a thinner outline on the attached maps; they
are presumed not to offer opportunities for efficiency measures unless the current
development applications fall through or expire.
3. Public facility zoned lands or large vacant lands with employment zones that may
be appropriate to convert to residential use. There are a few publicly owned parcels
that are currently designated for non-residential uses where there may be an opportunity
to re-designate them to residential or mixed use. Similarly, there may be opportunities to
reconsider the use of large vacant employment parcels where appropriate. Several of
these will also be discussed with the Employment TAC to assess their desirability as
employment lands, but may also provide opportunities for residential development.
The attached maps show each of the categories of opportunity sites in each quadrant of the city.
Clusters of parcels have been grouped to the extent possible for discussion at an
area/neighborhood level. Each site or cluster of sites is numbered on the map for ease of
reference. The table below provides a discussion of the existing conditions and considerations
for each numbered area along with the urban form opportunity presented by the area, and
potential efficiency measure strategies to realize the urban form opportunity. In some cases, the
efficiency measure strategies could be pursued together (e.g. re-designate and require master
planning), while in other cases, they represent mutually exclusive alternatives where only one
will be relevant (e.g. re-designate to RM or increase minimum density in RS).

14

The MDOZ includes land that is designated and zoned RH, Urban High Density Residential. Because
of its location in the MDOZ, it's been identified as land for future medical employment uses around the St.
Charles Hospital campus. The Employment Opportunities Analysis concluded, and LCDC approved, an
analysis that concluded that the lands inside the MDOZ are appropriately considered employment land
based on ownerships.
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Conditions, Considerations, and Opportunities by Site / Area
Site/
Area
#
SE-1

Plan
Designation(s)
RS

SE-2

RS, RM

Urban Form
Opportunities

Potential Efficiency
Measure Strategies

While access is currently limited by the
railroad, a new road connection is planned
that will improve access and connectivity for
this area. The area does not currently have
sewer service, but the southeast intercept is
planned to serve the area by the end of 2017.
In addition, a new school is planned in the
area. Master planning of sites over 20 acres
is currently required by the Development
Code. Public open space is required of sites
greater than 40 acres or when exceptions to
existing standards are proposed.

Opportunity to
create a new
complete
neighborhood that
considers
clustering housing
around green
space and strong
pedestrian and
bicycle
connections
throughout
development

This area was recently approved as the
“Stone Creek Master Plan”, to include a
combination of single family and multi-family
housing, commercial development, a 6.15
acre park, and a 12 acre elementary school
on a total of 88 acres.15 It has good proximity
to employment areas, and fairly good access
to retail and services and transit.

Approved master
plan will provide
additional housing
opportunities in
proximity to
employment as
well as creating a
new complete
community

 Re-designate to RM or a
mix of RM and RS, or a
higher-density version of
RS
 Increase minimum density
in RS
 Allow / require inclusion of
a neighborhood center
 Offer density bonuses for
providing public open
space
 Allow cottage housing
(requires new
Development Codes to
implement)
 No further efficiency
measures identified at this
time.

Scale/ Size

Conditions and Considerations

~360 acres
large vacant
parcels
(~330 acres
excluding
approved
subdivisions)

~60 acres
large vacant
parcels

15

Bend Chamber of Commerce, “Council Approves Stone Creek Master Plan,” http://bendchamber.org/chamber-weekly/council-approves-stonecreek-master-plan/
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Site/
Area
#
SE-3

Plan
Designation(s)
RS

SE-4

SE-5

Scale/ Size

Conditions and Considerations

~20 acres
large single
family
parcels

This area has good proximity to retail and
services and transit. It is surrounded by single
family subdivisions with varying lot sizes. Two
of the lots had previous subdivision approvals
that have expired. Chase Road is planned to
connect through this site – a high priority for
the city.

RS

~25 acres
large vacant
parcels

A development application has been
submitted, but not yet approved, for this area
(the “Wildflower Master Plan”). The area has
good proximity to transit, schools, parks, and
employment areas and some access to retail
and services. Adjacent land is a mix of RM
and RS and is developed with a mix of
housing types.

RS

~20 acres
large vacant
parcels (~15
acres
excluding
approved
subdivisions)

This area has good proximity to transit, and
decent access to retail and services and a few
small parks. One of the vacant lots has an
active subdivision application on it. The
opportunity sites are scattered and largely
surrounded by single family subdivisions,
though there are also other relatively large
developed lots (around 1 acre) mixed in. This
area is at the eastern edge of the existing
UGB; adjacent land outside the UGB is a mix
of resource and exception land.
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Urban Form
Opportunities

Potential Efficiency
Measure Strategies

Opportunity to
provide additional
housing
opportunities in
proximity to retail,
services, and
transit, while
improving
connectivity in the
area
Opportunity to
provide additional
housing
opportunities.
Housing should be
supported by
pedestrian/bicycle
access to transit,
schools and parks.
Opportunity to
provide additional
housing
opportunities
adjacent to transit
while retaining
neighborhood
character

 Re-zone to higher-density
version of RS
 Increase minimum density
in RS zone
 Allow cottage housing

 Through the development
review process, seek
opportunities to provide a
variety of housing types
and encourage density at
the upper end of the range
allowed in the RS zone.
 Re-zone to higher-density
version of RS
 Increase minimum density
in RS
 Allow cottage housing
 Consider re-designating
vacant land on eastern
edge to RM if the UGB is
expanded to include
adjacent land
 Revisit this area for
discussion of measures
affecting infill on smaller
developed lots
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Site/
Area
#
NE-1

Plan
Designation(s)
RS

NE-2

RM

Scale/ Size

Conditions and Considerations

11-acre
single family
parcel

This parcel has single family subdivisions to
the east and west, with small-scale multifamily housing to the south. It has excellent
proximity to parks, schools, and transit and is
adjacent to the St. Charles Medical Center,
offering proximity to both medical services
and employment. It does not have especially
good access to retail or services, both which
are available within approximately 4,000 ft.

10 acres
vacant
parcels

These parcels are situated between industrial
land and land with a mix of single- and multifamily housing. One has a pending
subdivision application. There are other,
smaller vacant parcels in this area as well.
They have excellent access to transit, some
access to parks and less to nearby schools.
They are in close proximity to regional
retailers, but the highway operates as a
barrier, and the retail area is largely autooriented.
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Urban Form
Opportunities

Potential Efficiency
Measure Strategies

Opportunity to
provide additional
housing
opportunities
adjacent to transit,
schools, parks,
and employment.
Consider
pedestrian and
bicycle
connections
connecting this
area to adjacent
neighborhoods
Opportunity to
provide transitsupportive
densities adjacent
to a transit line and
adjacent to
employment areas.

 Re-designate to RM
higher-density version of
RS
 Increase minimum density
in RS
 Allow cottage housing

For parcel without active
subdivision application:
 Re-designate to RH
 Increase minimum density
in RM
 Offer density bonuses for
providing public open
space
For parcel in development
review: seek opportunities to
provide a variety of housing
types.
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Site/
Area
#
NE-3

Plan
Designation(s)
RS

NE-4

RS

6-acre single
family parcel

NE-5

RS

5-acre single
family parcel

Scale/ Size

Conditions and Considerations

18-acre
vacant
parcel

This parcel has an approved subdivision
application on it – later phases of a larger
subdivision project. There are some large
single family lots and smaller vacant lots just
to the south, but development on other sides
is smaller-lot subdivisions, some of which are
not yet fully built out. It surrounds a park, but
is over half a mile from transit service and
schools and has little access to retail and
services.
This parcel has single family subdivisions to
the east and west. The parcel to the south is
also a fairly large SF parcel (about 3 acres). It
is on the edge of the existing UGB. It has
good access to parks, but is over half a mile
from transit service and schools and has little
access to retail and services.

This parcel has single family subdivisions to
the east, south and west. There are several
other smaller vacant parcels in the vicinity. It
has excellent proximity to transit and a high
school with playing fields. It is fairly close to
St. Charles Medical Center, but has little
access to retail or services.
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Urban Form
Opportunities

Potential Efficiency
Measure Strategies

N/A unless land
use approval
expires

 N/A unless land use
approval expires (in which
case, consider increasing
minimum density in RS
zone)

Opportunity to use
residential land
more efficiently
while retaining
neighborhood
character.
Consider
pedestrian and
bicycle
connections
connecting this
area to adjacent
neighborhoods.
Opportunity to use
residential land
more efficiently
while retaining
neighborhood
character

 Re-zone to higher-density
version of RS
 Increase minimum density
in RS zone
 Allow cottage housing

 Re-zone to higher-density
version of RS
 Increase minimum density
in RS zone
 Allow cottage housing
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Site/
Area
#
NE-6

Plan
Designation(s)
RM

NE-7

IL

Scale/ Size

Conditions and Considerations

10 acres
vacant
parcels

These parcels are situated between a mixed
employment area and a townhome
development. They have good access to
transit, parks, and employment, but are not
close to schools. They are fairly close to
regional retailers, but the retail area is largely
auto-oriented.

~200 acres
vacant land

While Juniper Ridge is primarily intended to
provide for employment uses, the Juniper
Ridge Master Plan (conceptual, not
adopted) identified a "Town Center"
component with civic uses and a mixture of
local shops and residential neighborhoods.
The western portion of the roughly 500 acres
currently within the UGB is designated as an
Employment Sub-District and is zoned IL.
Existing uses in that area are largely light
industrial and office headquarters uses. The
eastern portion is zoned UAR10 and is
currently vacant. This area could provide for
a broader range of uses as envisioned in the
master plan, but this would require finding
other land to meet the need for industrial
uses in the current or expanded UGB. The
site is not served with transit or close to
parks/schools at this time.
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Urban Form
Opportunities

Potential Efficiency
Measure Strategies

Opportunity to
provide transitsupportive
densities adjacent
to a transit line and
employment areas.
Identify multimodal
connections
between
employment,
residential areas,
and retail.
Opportunity to
create a new
complete
neighborhood,
providing housing
opportunities
adjacent to
employment.

 Re-designate to RH
 Increase minimum density
in RM

 If residential uses are
included, ensure future
development provides a
mix of housing types and
makes efficient use of land
available for residential
uses.
 Offer density bonuses for
providing public open
space
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Site/
Area
#
NW-1

Plan
Designation(s)
RS

NW-2

RS

Scale/ Size

Conditions and Considerations

30 acres
vacant
parcels, 10acre single
family parcel
(excluding
approved
subdivisions:
5-acre
vacant
portion of a
parcel)

Four of the five parcels have approved
subdivision applications on them. The
remaining parcel (the skinny one on the
southeast of the cluster) is actually a small
portion of a larger parcel owned by Shevlin
Sand & Gravel, the rest of which lies outside
the UGB. It is such a shallow strip that it
cannot be developed efficiently unless the
balance of the Shevlin Sand & Gravel
property to the northeast is brought into the
city limits/UGB as well. This area is at the
edge of the UGB. It has good access to
parks, but little access to retail and services.
It is relatively close to Central Oregon
Community College (COCC), which provides
employment opportunities. It is over a halfmile from transit.
This parcel is adjacent to park land as well as
single family subdivisions. It is over a halfmile from transit. There are some small retail
areas roughly a half-mile or so away. It is
located at a transition point from the larger
lots of Awbrey Butte to the smaller lots north
of the Newport area. Topography in the area
may limit higher density development.

7-acre
vacant
parcel
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Urban Form
Opportunities

Potential Efficiency
Measure Strategies

None at present;
revisit based on
UGB expansion
scenarios for
parcel without
approved
subdivisions

 Revisit based on UGB
expansion scenarios for
parcel without approved
subdivisions

Opportunity to use
residential land
more efficiently
while retaining
neighborhood
character.
Opportunity to
improve
connections to
park and retail
areas.

 Re-zone to higher-density
version of RS
 Increase minimum density
in RS zone
 Allow cottage housing
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Site/
Area
#
NW-3

Plan
Designation(s)
RS

NW-4

RS

5-acre single
family parcel

SW-1

RS

80 acres
large vacant
parcels

Scale/ Size

Conditions and Considerations

5-acre
vacant
parcel

This parcel is part of an approved Planned
Unit Development (PUD), which may not allow
further intensification (subject to additional
research). It is tucked into a golf course
development. It is in close proximity to
employment and retail areas and close to the
river.
This parcel has single family subdivisions on
all sides. It is adjacent to a park and very
close to transit, but has little access to retail
and services. COCC may develop some
types of services targeted to students which in
time could provide services to nearby
residents. It is very close to COCC, which
provides employment opportunities.
These two parcels are under common
ownership and adjacent to the river. A
subdivision application from 2006 for these
properties remains under appeal at the Land
Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). The land is on
the edge of the UGB; the adjacent land
outside the UGB is exception land. There are
single family subdivisions to the east. They
are just over a half-mile from transit. Road
access is currently limited to the private
streets of the adjacent River Rim PUD. Much
of the land also falls within the River Corridor
Area of Special Interest (ASI) and an Upland
ASI.
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Urban Form
Opportunities

Potential Efficiency
Measure Strategies

N/A unless land
use approval
expires

 N/A unless land use
approval expires (in which
case, consider increasing
minimum density in RS
zone)

Opportunity to use
residential land
more efficiently
while retaining
neighborhood
character

 Re-zone to higher-density
version of RS
 Increase minimum density
in RS zone
 Allow cottage housing

If land use
approval is not
upheld on appeal,
opportunity to use
the river as an
amenity for
somewhat higher
density housing,
while allowing
room for a
transition to
adjacent lower
densities. Consider
open space
opportunities
interspersed with
housing options.

If land use approval is not
upheld on appeal:
 Re-designate to a mix of
RM close to the river and
RS adjacent to the existing
neighborhood to the east
 Require master planning
 Increase minimum density
in RS
 Offer density bonuses for
providing public open
space adjacent to the river
 Allow cottage housing
 Revisit depending on UGB
expansion scenarios
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Site/
Area
#
SW-2

Plan
Designation(s)
RS, RL

SW-3

RS
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Urban Form
Opportunities

Potential Efficiency
Measure Strategies

This area is on the edge of the UGB. The
adjacent land outside the UGB to the east is
US Forest Service land; to the north is Urban
Reserve Area. This area is also adjacent to
the river; some of the land has steep slopes
and a small portion of the land is within the
100-year floodplain. The developed parcels
are all fairly large, and several are vacant.
Currently, the only access to this area is via a
private road, and there is no sewer service at
present.

Opportunity to use
the river as an
amenity for
somewhat higher
density housing,
while allowing
room for a
transition to
adjacent lower
densities. Consider
open space and
recreation along
river and sloped
areas.

This parcel is largely surrounded by single
family homes on varying lot sizes. There are
several homes on half-acre to one-acre lots
adjacent to this property. It also abuts an
irrigation canal and a large property owned by
the Central Oregon Irrigation District (COID).
It has excellent access to transit but is not
especially close to any schools, parks, or
neighborhood-serving retail.

Opportunity to use
residential land
more efficiently
while retaining
neighborhood
character. Provide
safe pedestrian
connections to
transit. Recreation
opportunities along
canal.

 Create special planned
district that provides a plan
for providing infrastructure,
including the dedication of
right of way for a public
road and water and sewer
service
 Re-zone to higher-density
version of RS
 Increase minimum density
in RS
 Offer density bonuses for
providing public open
space adjacent to the river
 Re-zone to higher-density
version of RS
 Increase minimum density
in RS zone
 Allow cottage housing

Scale/ Size

Conditions and Considerations

25 acres
large vacant
parcels; 60
acres of
single family
parcels over
5 acres each

7-acre single
family parcel
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Site/
Area
#
SW-4

Plan
Designation(s)
PF

Scale/ Size

Conditions and Considerations

130 acres

These parcels are owned by the COID.
Portions of the land are steeply sloped and/or
within the 100-year floodplain. A canal runs
through the middle of the site. While their plan
designation is Public Facilities (PF), they are
currently zoned RL and RS. Redevelopment
would likely require piping and protections of
critical irrigation district infrastructure. The
site is close to transit and a school but has
limited access to neighborhood-serving retail
or services. The COID has expressed an
interest in using the land for other purposes,
potentially including residential and mixed use
development.
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Urban Form
Opportunities

Potential Efficiency
Measure Strategies

Opportunity to
create a new
complete
neighborhood,
especially if a
small service
commercial use is
added to serve
underserved
subdivisions in the
area. Recreation
opportunity.
Consider open
space along for
sensitive
areas/irrigation
facility locations.

 Re-designate to RM or a
mix of RM and RS
 Consider a mix of uses
including neighborhood
serving commercial uses
 Require master planning
 Allow / require inclusion of
a neighborhood center
 Offer density bonuses for
providing public open
space
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Vacant sites identified on this map
are parcels over 5 acres with no
current land use in the RH, RM, RS,
or RL plan designations. Private
open space, right of way, public
parks, public ownership, and land in
special plan districts are excluded.
SF Lots >5 ac are parcels with
residential designations developed
with single family residential use that
are over 5 acres in size.
Mapping of potential opportunity
sites is preliminary and subject to
change.
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Potential Residential Opportunity
y Sites: NE Bend
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Vacant sites identified on this map
are parcels over 5 acres with no
current land use in the RH, RM, RS,
or RL plan designations. Private
open space, right of way, public
parks, public ownership, and land in
special plan districts are excluded.
SF Lots >5 ac are parcels with
residential designations developed
with single family residential use that
are over 5 acres in size.
Mapping of potential opportunity
sites is preliminary and subject to
change.
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Potential Residential Opportunity Sites: NW Bend
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Vacant sites identified on this map
are parcels over 5 acres with no
current land use in the RH, RM, RS,
or RL plan designations. Private
open space, right of way, public
parks, public ownership, and land in
special plan districts are excluded.
SF Lots >5 ac are parcels with
residential designations developed
with single family residential use that
are over 5 acres in size.
Mapping of potential opportunity
sites is preliminary and subject to
change.
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SF Lots >5 ac are parcels with
residential designations developed
with single family residential use that
are over 5 acres in size.
Mapping of potential opportunity
sites is preliminary and subject to
change.
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Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.
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How Should We Grow?
Project Goals

Urban Form Concepts

A quality natural environment

• Nature frames, and weaves through,
the city

Balanced transportation system

• Streets, paths, bikeways and places
for people
• The city’s street system is connected
and legible

Great neighborhoods

• Walkable neighborhoods define the
residential areas of the city
• Small mixed-use neighborhood
centers and activity centers

Strong active downtown

• Downtown is Bend’s best mixed use
center – the heart of the city

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.
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How Should We Grow?
Project Goals

Urban Form Concepts

Strong diverse economy

• Employment areas are identifiable
districts within the city

Connections to recreation and nature

• Connections to recreation and nature
weave throughout, and outside of, the
city

Housing options and affordability

• Housing follows a transect from
higher to lower density – higher
where transportation options and
services exist; lower where
transportation and services are more
limited; provision of housing choice

Cost effective infrastructure

• Utilize existing infrastructure capacity
prior to constructing new, high cost
infrastructure

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.
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Urban Form Factors

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.
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Employment

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
02405

Housing Density,
Parks/Open Space &
Schools

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
02406

Neighborhoods

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
02407

Centers and Corridors

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
02408

Centers and Corridors with
Other Key Amenities

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
02409

Composite Service Areas

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
02410

Most Complete
Neighborhoods

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
02411

Connectivity

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
02412

Preliminary Neighborhood
Typologies

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
02413

Preliminary Neighborhood
Typologies with
Amenities

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.
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Considerations for Future Form
• How to define and distribute housing choice
and ensure affordability?
– Existing housing types
– Transit Oriented Development
– Active Transportation Oriented Development
– Clustered Development

• Implications on architectural character?
• How to integrate livability and sustainability?
Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.
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Urban Form
10.13.14

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.
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City of Bend
Residential Technical Advisory Committee
Meeting #3
Meeting Notes
Date October 13, 2014
The Residential TAC held its regular meeting at 10:00 am on Monday, October 13, 2014 in the
Bend City Hall Council Chambers. The meeting was called to order at 10:00 am by Joe Dill.
Roll Call
✓

Kristina Barragan

✓

Stacy Stemach

✓

Andy High

✓

David Ford

✓

Gordon Howard

✓

Allen Johnson

✓

Kurt Petrich

✓

Michael O’Neil

✓

Thomas Kemper

✓

Gary Everett

✓

Mike Tiller

✓

Don Senecal

✓

Laura Fritz

✓

Sidney Snyder

✓

Bill Wagner

✓



Katrina Langenderfer
Steve Jorgensen
Stuart Hicks

✓

Kirk Schueler

✓

Lynne McConnell

Discussion
Welcome and Agenda Review. After the meeting was called to order, Brian Rankin introduced
the agenda topics with the TAC.
Buildable Lands Inventory Policy Issues. The TAC then moved into a presentation by Becky
Hewitt with Angelo Planning Group regarding BLI. (See pg. 4-8 meeting packet). In review of
the BLI adopted in 2008 it was agreed that TAC needs to follow up with assigning land in the BLI
to one of several categories as they had been determined not to comply with state law. : first
based on math; not development potential.The two step process would first categorize land
and then look at trends in development and redevelopment. It was agreed that using 2014
data moving forward would more accurately assign development status to each parcel.
Public Land and Special District Ownership. Becky Hewitt moved into the next discussion (See
pg. 9) regarding how to distinguish public lands in the BLI. The consultant team has addressed
this by applying that state law to determines what which publicly-owned property is exempt
from taxation. This research presented 14 entities classified under government and special
districts that met the test of being exempt from taxes (See also new letter from COID dated
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October 10, 2014). It was agreed that Juniper Ridge is public, but not all of it is planned for
employment and the land next to OSU is employment land and both should be excluded from
the 14 entities. Housing authority land not included in public calculation.
Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions (CC&R’s). Becky Hewitt framed and provided
recommendation (See pg. 10-11 & 13) regarding how to proceed with completing the research
on CCR’s and their effect on categorizing land in the BLI. In some circumstances, a
Ssupermajority is required to change CCR’s and allow further division. It was also agreed that it
is important to map CCR’s correctly to identify those lots not likely to infill/redevelop over
future planning period without this information the map is incomplete. Consultant team and
city staff agreed to follow up with the TAC and share the most recent research to confirm it was
accurate.
Private Open Space and Private Rights of Way. After Becky Hewitt explained the land in
question it was determined that additional information on location of these properties was
necessary. Consultant team and city staff committed to completing additional research and
sharing results with the TAC.
Urban Form – Jon Pheanis did a PowerPoint presentation, similar to the show presented at 109-14 All TACs meeting. The discussion opened up new ideas for building a better connected and
complete Bend. This included age vs. affordability and density, adding the Parks and Recreation
and school information to further inform Preliminary Neighborhood typologies with amenities.
It was also recommended to look at density and travel patterns outside UGB to areas within
UGB during Phase 2 process. It was unanimously agreed to bring in transit maps for further
discussion.
Efficiency Measures. Becky Hewitt led the discussion and overview of opportunity site maps
(See pg. 42-54). Need to feed this information into the Envision Tomorrow model:





SE1. Opportunity to develop transportation in the future - distinction between short
term and long term plans.
SE2. It was suggested to combine RM and RS with an increase in density in RS. This area
does not depict plans for new school already in the works with School District.
SE3. Land shown as “expired” already has housing being built. Will need to update the
map for accuracy.
SE4. This area has a private airport which account for the bigger lots for residents to
park their aircrafts.
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SE5. Recommended to rezone to allow multi-family use. These are vacant lots and there
are no applications that we know of- leave as RS for now. Prime location for up-zoning.
Opportunity area may be bigger if employment land is included with opportunity sites.
SE6. Approved subdivision with Phase 3 platting now. Zoned RM, could we go to RH?

Some general questions arose regarding the 75% rule - inefficiency in Bend Development
cCode. The TAC discussed raising Raising minimum density ins to RS Zone. The current average
is 3 and those recent development approvals are at the low end; which TAC discussed whether
City could we may consider a general legislative change to raise the minimums to 5-7. This
would allow new types of housing in all sections we are now reviewing.
This meeting was not long enough to support all information provided. It was unanimously
agreed to add an hour prior to RTAC meeting 4, Monday, November 17th.

Look at subcommittee to bring back recommendations with group. Al – can we treat area in SW
near OSU as an opportunity site?
Sid – please explain density bonus and how we use?
CCRs spreadsheet – post to website and email Residential TAC

Action Items/Next Steps
Action

Notes

Action/ Assigned To

Buildable Lands Inventory Policy Issues

Follow up with a new
Joe Dill and Becky Hewitt
table with update to 2014
data.

Public Lands and Special District
Ownership

Contact public owners
Brian Rankin
and ask if they have plans
to surplus land during the
2008 to 2028 period.

Public Lands and Special District
Ownership

Railroad right of way;
where to we account for
this? Need to see it data
was included calculation.

Brian Rankin
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CC&R’s

Private Open Space and Private Rights of
Way

Urban Form

Provide case law for CCRs
that were violated
because they weren’t
enforced.

Allen Johnson

Supports team
recommendation with
follow up process (pg. 11)

Accepted

Follow up on locations of
properties and get back
to TAC.

Joe Dill

Parks and Recreation and
School information.

Brian Rankin and Andy
High

Meeting adjourned at 12:30 pm by Tom Kemper.
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Meeting Agenda
Employment Technical Advisory Committee – Meeting 3
Monday, October 13, 2014 2:30 PM – 5:00 PM
City Council Chambers, Bend City Hall

Meeting Purpose and What is Needed from the TAC
The purposes of this meeting are to:
•
•

Continue the discussion of urban form as it is applied to the UGB process.
Review preliminary redevelopment analysis of commercial, industrial and mixed use
areas identified by the TAC in August.

A short urban form agenda item is included as a follow-up to the October 9th overview on
urban form. This will be an on-going agenda item and discussion.
At the August 26th Employment TAC meeting, the committee identified areas of the city with
potential for redevelopment and employment growth. Following up on that direction, the
project team prepared a redevelopment analysis (included in this packet) intended to
prioritize those areas and identify redevelopment strategies. The TAC’s discussion at the
upcoming meeting on October 13th will refine this work, connect it to urban form
opportunities, and set the stage for further testing using the Envision Tomorrow tool in
November and December.
The specific discussion questions, i.e. the feedback we would like from the TAC, are listed
as the bulleted discussion questions under each agenda item. They are a starting point for
the agenda.

1.

Welcome and Introductions

2:30 PM

a. Welcome and convene
b. Self-introductions

Jade Mayer
All

For additional project information, visit the project website at http://bend.or.us or contact Brian Rankin,
City of Bend, at brankin@bendoregon.gov or 541-388-5584
Accessible Meeting/Alternate Format Notification
This meeting/event location is accessible. Sign and other language interpreter service, assistive
listening devices, materials in alternate format such as Braille, large print, electronic formats,
language translations or any other accommodations are available upon advance request at no
cost. Please contact the City Recorder no later than 24 hours in advance of the meeting at
rchristie@ci.bend.or.us, or fax 385-6676. Providing at least 2 days notice prior to the event will
help ensure availability.

Page 1 of 2
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2.

Urban Form

Page 2 of 14

2:40 PM

Information, part of an on-going discussion
a. Recap of urban form highlights
• TAC discussion – Is the team on the right track with
the working urban form typologies and maps? Are
there ideas from the TAC for the team to consider as
the diagrams and typologies are refined?

3.

Redevelopment Analysis

Jon Pheanis,
MIG

3:10 PM

Information and preliminary direction
a. Legal requirements and approach - This will be a very
brief recap of key points in the memorandum.
• TAC discussion

Bob Parker,
ECONorthwest

b. Preliminary findings – The TAC will review each of the 13
study areas (some may be grouped). The discussion
questions are:
• Which lands should be evaluated further for
redevelopment feasibility?
• What is the preferred character of future development
for each of the study areas, in the context of the city’s
overall urban form?
• What are the redevelopment strategies that are
important to implement to ensure the success of
these areas?

4.

5.

Project News

4:40 PM

a. Announcements and updates
b. News from the other TACs

Brian and Joe
Dills

Adjourn

5:00 PM

Residential TAC Mtg 3 Agenda

October 13, 2014

Page 2 of 2
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Memorandum

October 7, 2014
To:

Employment Lands Technical Advisory Committee

Cc:

Bend Staff

From:

APG Consulting Team

Re:

Preliminary Analysis of Redevelopment Potential for Employment Lands

The memorandum on redevelopment to the Employment Lands Technical Advisory Committee
(Employment TAC), dated August 19, 2014, provided an introduction to redevelopment analysis in
the context of Bend’s Urban Growth Boundary Remand (Remand). This memo expands on that
context, describes the proposed approach to evaluating redevelopment capacity, and provides
initial findings on potential for redevelopment on employment lands.
One of the key issues identified for further analysis in the Remand was redevelopment potential of
commercial and industrial lands. The Remand directed the City to provide an adequate factual
base to support use of a redevelopment factor (the amount or percentage of new employment that
can be accommodated on land with existing development), or provide other assumptions about
redevelopment capacity for employment uses. The redevelopment factor relates directly to the
Employment TAC charge: “Confirm employment land need for 2008-2028 planning period that will
feed into Phase 2 analysis of UGB alternatives.” Assumptions the City makes related to
redevelopment will affect the overall employment land need, but also have important implications
for economic development and urban form.
The analysis in this memorandum is the first in a multi-step process the consulting team is using to
develop a redevelopment rate for commercial and industrial lands within the Bend UGB. The
approach is as follows:
Step 1: conduct initial assessment of redevelopment potential for study areas (TAC meeting
3--October)
Step 2: prioritize redevelopment study areas (TAC meeting 3--October)
Step 3: identify strategies to encourage redevelopment in high priority study areas (TAC
meeting 4--November)
Step 4: use Envision Tomorrow tool to refine redevelopment rate assumption and provide
documentation that supports the assumption used in the revised Economic Opportunities
Analysis (TAC meeting 4--November)
Step 5: Ground truth Envision Tomorrow results (TAC meeting 4/5)
Redevelopment Potential on Employment Lands

Page 1 of 12
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Step 6: refine strategies to encourage redevelopment, including plan map amendments,
code amendments, incentives and other approaches (TAC meetings 4/5)
This memorandum presents a preliminary evaluation of redevelopment potential for employment
lands in Bend. The analysis focuses on 13 study areas identified by the Employment TAC and the
project team. In short, the analysis provides a preliminary answer to the question of “How much
redevelopment capacity do existing employment lands that are classified as “developed” within
Bend have?”
The analysis of redevelopment potential is intended to provide a foundation to answer more
complicated questions that involve local policy:
•

Are there opportunities or barriers to commercial and industrial redevelopment in Bend?

These questions will be discussed at the third Employment TAC meeting in the context of urban
form. Opportunities, barriers, and tools noted by the TAC will form an initial basis for General Plan
policies directing further more detailed work to be accomplished by the City after the UGB Remand
is acknowledged.
The memorandum is organized into the following sections:
•

•

•

Approach to Identifying Potentially Redevelopable Lands presents background
information on the consulting team’s approach to the initial identification of redevelopment
potential in Bend.
Preliminary Findings presents the results of the preliminary analysis for the 13 study
areas. It summarizes redevelopment potential of land in the study areas as high, medium or
low, and discusses implications related to urban form and comments provided by the TAC
at the August meeting.
Next Steps describes the follow up actions to develop an assumption about redevelopment
and the related documentation to support the assumption.

APPROACH TO IDENTIFYING POTENTIALLY REDEVELOPABLE
LANDS
Background
All developed employment land has the potential to redevelop, at some point in the future.
Redevelopment potential can be thought of as a continuum—from more redevelopment potential to
less redevelopment potential over the 2008 to 2028 period. The factors that affect redevelopment
are complicated and include location, surrounding uses, current use, land and improvement values
and other factors. The analysis identifying potentially redevelopable land presented in this
memorandum is designed as a first step to identify developed land that may redevelop during the
planning period.
Broadly, two approaches exist to establish a redevelopment assumption. One is to address
redevelopment from the demand side by making assumptions about the percentage of new
employment that may locate in areas with existing development; the other from the supply side by
Redevelopment Potential on Employment Lands
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identifying parcels or districts with redevelopment potential. Theoretically, both yield similar results
– land with redevelopment potential is deducted from overall land need.
The city used a demand-based approach in the 2008 Economic Opportunities Analysis (EOA),
assuming that 10% of new employment would be accommodated on redevelopable land. Demand
side approaches typically use historic redevelopment rates to support assumptions. While the
Remand did not dispute the method, it did clearly state that the city did not provide enough
evidence to support the 10% assumption. A supply side analysis looks at land and builds a
redevelopment assumption based on land characteristics such as improvement-to-land value ratio.
While supply side approaches look more closely at individual land characteristics, they are not
necessarily superior to demand-based approaches. Because real estate economics is so location
dependent, standard data sources are limited and coarse in their predictive capacity. Moreover,
showing the location of redevelopable lands on a map is not advisable since cities do not control
private property and are typically careful and limited in the use of available legal options for land
acquisition. In the consulting team’s view, approaches that look at both supply and demand factors
are superior to approaches that focus more narrowly on supply or demand. This approach (e.g.,
looking at both supply and demand indicators) is what the project team recommends.
Before discussing the remand requirements and findings, it is useful to review the state guidance
on redevelopment of employment lands. State administrative rules implementing Statewide
Planning Goal 9 (OAR 660-009-0005(1)) provide the following definition for the purposes of
conducting an EOA:
(1) "Developed Land" means non-vacant land that is likely to be redeveloped during the
planning period.
Thus “developed land” equates to land “likely to be redeveloped” when evaluating land supply for
an EOA. The consulting team operationalizes this definition as land with existing development
(i.e., land inventoried in the buildable lands inventory or BLI as “developed”) but with the potential
that existing development will be converted to more intensive uses during the planning period, as a
result of present or expected market forces. Redevelopable land is a subset of developed land,
which corresponds with the definition of “developed land” as stated in OAR 660-009-0005(1).1 We
use the term “redevelopable” to refer to redevelopment in this memorandum. Goal 9 does not
provide explicit guidance on how to evaluate redevelopable lands beyond this definition.

What does the Remand require?
The Remand (Issue 5.2) articulated two potential approaches to addressing redevelopment:
Commission remands the UGB decision to the City to provide an adequate factual base to
support use of a 10 percent redevelopment factor, including an analysis of the amount of
redevelopment that has occurred in the past and a reasoned extension of that analysis over
the planning period
1

OAR 660-009-0005(1) "Developed Land" means non-vacant land that is likely to be redeveloped during the
planning period.
Redevelopment Potential on Employment Lands
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Alternatively, the City may satisfy Goal 9 and division 9 by other means, for example
through a site-by-site redevelopment analysis. However, a site-by-site analysis is not
required; the Commission determines that using a factor is acceptable where findings
explain evidentiary basis and address the Goal 14 requirement to reasonably
accommodate development within the existing UGB.
Data provided in the draft EOA suggest that Bend has not experienced a lot of redevelopment in
the recent past. Moreover, limitations of available data sources make the first approach identified in
the Remand challenging. The consulting team’s experience has been that developing a “reasoned
extension” of redevelopment rates is challenging because of the availability of data (e.g., data that
clearly document the amount, type, and location of redevelopment either does not exist, or is too
limited to be of use). Between the limited amount of recent redevelopment in Bend and data
limitations, we have concluded that developing the required evidence to support a defensible citywide redevelopment rate is not possible. This approach may also be more limited from the
perspective of providing the policy direction which could encourage redevelopment in some areas
vs. other areas.
While the site-by-site aggregated to “district” approach requires more effort, in the consulting
team’s view it is a more appropriate approach for Bend. This approach allows the city to approach
redevelopment as more than just a legal mandate; it allows consideration of urban form and
infrastructure as a key determinant of city strategy on redevelopment. Moreover, the Envision
Tomorrow model provides an opportunity to take a finer grained approach to assessing
redevelopment potential—one that uses urban form as a guiding principle.

Study Areas
At the second Employment TAC meeting, the TAC identified areas where redevelopment is likely
over the 2008-2028 period. These areas are shown on Map 1. Note that while the areas identified
in Map 1 represent specific districts the TAC, staff and the consulting team identified as having
redevelopment potential, redevelopment can occur on any land within the UGB. It is important to
note these areas do not represent all economic lands in the UGB, rather areas which are currently
developed vs. vacant lands. While this memorandum focuses on analysis of the identified study
areas, it could be more broadly applied to all land within the UGB designated for employment.

Redevelopment Potential on Employment Lands
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Map 1. Areas to Evaluate for Redevelopment Potential

Redevelopment Potential on Employment Lands
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Proposed Approach
The consulting team proposes a multi-tiered approach to assessing redevelopment potential and
developing an assumption about redevelopment. The first step in the analysis is a coarse level
screening that is based on three indicators (improvement to land value, total value per square foot,
and employment density). Appendix A provides more detail on the preliminary screening method.
This information, combined with information about urban form, will provide the TAC with
information on where redevelopment potential might exist, with the objective of identifying
redevelopment policies, focus districts, or other strategies to encourage redevelopment that
support the redevelopment rate assumption. This can be further refined to examine likely rates of
redevelopment within the planning period given assumptions about absorption rates, and also tie
into the strategy to provide an ongoing short-term supply of economic lands.
A subsequent step in the process will analyze residual land value using a component of the
Envision Tomorrow model to better understand whether redevelopment is feasible given
assumptions about building type and rent. The tool can be used to test redevelopment under
current market conditions with no land use efficiency measures, or can test policies the city might
adopt, such as re-zoning, that could change the allowed type and intensity of development and, as
a result, market potential. For parcels that are identified with redevelopment potential in the
preliminary analysis, the consulting team will further evaluate redevelopment using the Envision
model to estimate residual land values of these parcels. While the analysis will be done initially at
the parcel level, the intent of the analysis is to gauge the overall redevelopment capacity by district,
using specific parcels as an indicator of feasibility.
A residual land value analysis models the financial feasibility of developing prototypical buildings
based on achievable rents and current land values. Areas with positive residual land values after
redevelopment (i.e. areas where property values are below the amount that a given type of
development can afford to pay based on projected rents and costs) are areas where
redevelopment is most likely to be financially feasible under current conditions without public
investment. The residual land value analysis will be applied to lands with identified high (and
potentially medium) redevelopment potential in the preliminary analysis. Lands with negative
residual land values will be excluded from further consideration after this step.
The remaining lands will be ground truthed (step 5 in the process) which may result in additional
lands being excluded. What remains after this step will be lands that have redevelopment potential.
The project team will then analyze how much additional employment could be accommodated on
these lands based on typical densities of fully utilized employment lands in Bend. This will
represent the upper bound of how much employment capacity could be accommodated through
redevelopment. The project team will evaluate that potential and make recommendations regarding
how much of that land has a strong likelihood of redeveloping at higher densities over the planning
period.
We will review the results of this initial screening for redevelopment potential at the third
Employment TAC meeting, to refine that analysis. A key discussion item for the TAC is what
lands to include in the Envision Tomorrow residual land value analysis (Step 4)? The project
team recommends including lands rated both high and medium in the preliminary analysis. The
Redevelopment Potential on Employment Lands
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rationale for this recommendation is that it will include more land in the subsequent steps and
result in a more comprehensive evaluation of redevelopment potential.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
This section summarizes findings from the preliminary analysis of redevelopment potential. The
results should not be construed to represent the number of redevelopable acres; instead, the
results represent land that will be further analyzed for redevelopment potential in residual land
value analysis using the Envision tool. To conduct this preliminary analysis we used real market
value of land and improvements as reported by the Deschutes County Assessor, and geocoded
2013 covered employment as reported in the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages.2
Table 1 summarizes key characteristics of the 13 study areas shown in Map 1, including number of
tax lots, total acres in the study area, acres in tax lots that have employment, total employment,
and employment per acre (for tax lots that have employment).
Table 1. Study Area Summary

Note: COCC site is one parcel; data on employment can’t be shown due to confidentiality restrictions

Table 2 shows the number of acres in each study area classified as having either “high” or
“medium” redevelopment potential based on the methodology in Appendix A. The thresholds are
based on an index methodology that considers improvement-to-land value ratio, total value per
square foot, and employment density. The analysis assigned each unit a value of 1 to 5 based on
quintiles. Those quintiles were then summed to develop the index score. High and Medium
development thresholds were then assigned based on the composite results for each study area.
In general, the methodology provides higher scores to land with high value and high employment
density. Vacant land was not included in the analysis, as it will automatically be assigned
employment capacity by virtue of being vacant.
2

Covered employment represents jobs that are covered by unemployment insurance. It does not include
sole proprietors, farm workers and others that are not eligible for unemployment insurance.
Redevelopment Potential on Employment Lands
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Depending on which option the TAC selects, between 500 and 1000 acres would be included in
the second evaluation round. The approach intentionally “casts a broad net” in the preliminary
assessment. The intent is to filter out land that has high value and/or high levels of employment
and to focus on sites that may be “under-utilized.” Overall, 30% of the land in all study areas was
rated as having high redevelopment potential, and 60% rated medium plus high. Some areas
appear to have a higher percentage of land with redevelopment potential than others. For example,
more than 70% of the land in East Downtown was ranked as having high redevelopment potential,
while 13% of the Central 3rd Street was ranked high.
Table 2. Acres Ranking High or Medium Redevelopment Potential by Study Area

Note: COCC site is one parcel; data on employment can’t be shown due to confidentiality restrictions

Table 3 summarizes opportunities and constraints for the study areas as identified by the TAC,
staff, or the consultant team. The opportunities/constraints notes were distilled from the August
TAC meeting and supplemented with comments by the project team and staff. The summary is
intended as a high-level overview and is admittedly incomplete. This is in part because we would
like to facilitate a TAC discussion about which areas are highest priority for encouraging
redevelopment.

Redevelopment Potential on Employment Lands
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Table 3. Study Areas, existing uses, and opportunities/constraints
Study Area
Existing Uses
Opportunities/Constraints
1. Bend River Plaza

Commercial

Has transportation constraints, could redevelop for
additional light industrial or retail, needs sewer capacity,
limited access and limited bike/ped connections. Could
provide commercial and some residential uses.

2. N. Studio Road

Industrial

Needs a small amount of commercial services to reduce
transportation impacts (e.g. food carts); consider a change
to allow a mix of more office.

3. Central 3rd Street

Commercial / Mixed
Employment

Good for more mixed use and employment, additional
retail, additional residential component. Needs improved
bike/ped/parking to facilitate additional mixed use
development. Upzoning or more flexible uses and
development standards would be an incentive. If this area
is a priority, consider additional incentives. This is an
emerging hot location in Bend. Appears to have sewer
capacity and electrical capacity.

4. East Downtown

Commercial

Current zoning and parcelization does not allow
economics to work in favor of redevelopment. Consider
upzoniong to CB and extend the CBD to the
tracks/parkway.

5. Central Hwy 20

Commercial

Could support a greater mix of retail, or small scale, mixed
use. Area is emerging with more places to eat.
Entertainment, restaurants, etc could be good.

6. Logsden Street

Industrial

IG and IL area – keep and intensify more traditional
industrial uses. Consider reducing landscape and
stormwater requirements to get more lot coverage.
Preserve this as industrial. Light industrial area may not
have as much potential since it is built out. This is a well
functioning industrial area.

7. Reed Market

Industrial

Same evaluation as Logsden Street.

8. SW Century Drive

Mixed

With siting of OSU consider more mixed use emphasis
with strong influence of uses to serve the university,
housing, retail, entertainment, etc.

9. Mill District

Industrial

Big redevelopment opportunity. Consider moving the
industrial uses to another location and creating a new
mixed use, multi-story, retail, office, housing,
entertainment district. Large property close in. Current
industrial use is not a good fit for surrounding uses.

10. Newport/Galveston

Commercial

There is currently interest in redeveloping, adaptive reuse
is taking place, but parking requirements are limiting
actual redevelopment. Need to address parking issues
and a parking management strategy. There is a
streetscape project in the planning phases currently
underway. Redevelopment to mixed use with a residential
component could be appropriate. Redevelopment type
and scale would need to consider the concerns of nearby
residents, including compatibility, noise, parking, and
similar issues.

Redevelopment Potential on Employment Lands
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Study Area

Existing Uses

Opportunities/Constraints

11. COCC

Education

This site is zoned PF and has considerable development,
but has an overlay zone that allows a wide variety of
employment and housing as well. The overlay zone
allows a wide variety of uses, including nearly everything
except for heavy industrial. There could be long-term
neighborhood-serving commercial and similar uses in this
area.

12. Medical District

Medical

This site is mostly developed (still some vacant acres), but
it is assumed the hospital will likely redevelop and intensify
uses at this location.

13. S. 3rd Street

Commercial

The TAC didn’t identify this area as being ripe for
redevelopment. However, with urban renewal in place,
and improvements to make the Murphy Crossing
Refinement Plan area market ready, there may be
potential in this area during the planning period.

NEXT STEPS
Public policy can have significant impacts on redevelopment activity. Policies that remove barriers,
increase development potential, or offset costs all provide signals to property owners about desired
future development. As a result, many cities have sophisticated strategies to encourage desired
development types. Cities that have strategies typically prioritize areas due to limited resources
and opportunity cost. In short, strategies that attempt to do everything, everywhere are not likely to
achieve the intended outcomes. In the context of Bend, and the Employment TAC, this is relevant
because it will affect the approach the consulting team uses to model future redevelopment as well
as the factual base that supports the redevelopment assumptions.
Part of the intent of a multi-tier analysis process is to link redevelopment with a discussion of urban
form. Broadly, this approach is intended to answer the question of what form achieves the best
long-term outcomes in terms of community desires and livability. As a practical example, the city’s
proposal for commercial land that was remanded identified an unmet need of between 650 and
1,000 acres of commercial land. While that number is likely to change, the city is required to find a
location for any unmet need. In the previous proposal the majority of that land would have been
located in UGB expansion areas at the fringe of the city.
The objective for this TAC meeting is to get direction on which lands to include in the residual land
value analysis (Step 5) in the context of urban form and policy. The ultimate objective is to develop
a factual basis to support redevelopment assumptions for employment lands.
A key question for the TAC is: What is the preferred urban form for employment lands given
community goals? More specifically: What is the best approach for meeting retail and service
land needs? Potential options are (1) in expansion areas, (2) through redevelopment, (3) through a
combination of strategies.
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APPENDIX A: METHODS
Based on a literature review, there is no preferred model or method to identify redevelopment
opportunities (or estimate a redevelopment rate). The consulting team and city staff discussed a
variety of indicators of redevelopment potential. We propose to use a two-step approach to
evaluating redevelopment potential. The first step is a screening step that is intended to identify
lands with higher redevelopment potential. Lands that meet threshold levels in the first step will be
further evaluated using the Envision model.
For this initial analysis, we used the following indicators:
• Improvement to Land Value Ratio. This method compares the value of improvements to
land value. Implicit in this approach is that low improvement to land value ratios suggest
greater redevelopment potential. A common threshold is an improvement to land value ratio
of 1:1; as the value of the land approaches or exceeds the value of the built space sites are
deemed redevelopable. However, improvement to land value ratios present an incomplete
picture of redevelopment potential because many factors contribute to redevelopment, such
as market pressure driving redevelopment, desirability of the location of the parcel, attitudes
of the owners towards redevelopment, and the financial feasibility of redeveloping the
parcel.
• Total Value per Square Foot. This indicator measures the value of land and improvements
combined as a function of size of the parcel. Parcels with a relatively low total value per
square foot are more likely to have higher redevelopment potential, in part because the
acquisition cost for a potential developer is below that of similar adjacent property.
• Employment Density. Data about employment density indicates parcels with lower and
higher employment density. This indicator uses confidential data from the Oregon
Employment Department from the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages.
Employment is measured based on employees per acre (EPA).
Relatively low employment densities are a potential indicator of underutilization of a site,
which suggests potential for redevelopment. In addition, redevelopment generally results in
the displacement of existing businesses. Areas with lower employment density will have
fewer employees who would need to be accommodated at a new location. Presumably, the
City would not intend to adopt strategies that would displace viable business; it creates other
issues in relocation of the businesses, or in the worst case, loss of existing employment.
When combined, the indicators provide a more complete picture of redevelopment potential. The
methodology combines these indicators into a composite score for each parcel based on the
distribution of values. For each of the indicators, the results of the analysis on each parcel are
scored on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 is parcels with the lowest score (e.g., more redevelopment
potential) and 5 is the highest score (e.g., less redevelopment potential). For example, parcels with
a total value per square foot in the lowest 20% for the district were assigned a score of 1 for that
indicator.
The thresholds are based on an index methodology that considers improvement-to-land value
ratio, total value per square foot, and employment density. The analysis assigned each unit a value
of 1 to 5 based on quintiles. Those quintiles were then summed to develop the index score. High
and Medium development thresholds were then assigned based on the composite results for each
study area. In general, the methodology provides higher scores to land with high value and high
Redevelopment Potential on Employment Lands
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employment density. Vacant land was not included in the analysis, as it will automatically be
assigned employment capacity by virtue of being vacant.
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Commercial and Industrial
Redevelopment
Bend UGB Remand Project
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Process: documenting a
redevelopment assumption
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Preliminary screening of study areas (TAC 3)
Prioritize study areas (TAC 3)
Identify opportunities (TAC 3)
Refine analysis with Envision tool (TAC 4)
Ground truth results (TAC 4/5)
Refine implementation strategies (including
efficiency measures)
7. Document assumption(s)
October 14, 2014
02436

Employment
Redevelopment
Study Areas

October 14, 2014
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Existing plans/policies
• Central Area Plan / MMA (3rd St)
• Central Bend Development Program Area
(Downtown URD)
• COCC Overlay
• Murphy Crossing Refinement Plan / URD

October 14, 2014
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Questions
• Which land should be evaluated further for
redevelopment?
• What is the preferred character of future
development, given the city’s overall urban
form?
• Are there specific redevelopment
strategies or efficiency measures that we
should consider?
October 14, 2014
02439

Central Area Plan
• Multimodal Mixed-Use Area (MMA)
– Allow a broad range of commercial, office, and other
uses
– Provide for medium to high density housing (12 DU/Ac
or higher)
– Require less parking
– Balance land use and mobility goals
– Make transportation improvements that reduce
congestion
– Limit or prohibit low density uses
– Accommodate existing uses
October 14, 2014
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Central District
Urban Design
Framework

October 14, 2014
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Central Bend Development Program
Area (Downtown URD)

October 14, 2014
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Downtown Core
Projects Map

October 14, 2014
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COCC Special Plan District/Overlay

October 14, 2014
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Murphy Crossing Refinement Plan
and Urban Renewal District
• Adopted 2008
– Convert underutilized land into productive
developments
– Create an efficient and cohesive mixed-use
development
– Promote development of a mix of service and
office

October 14, 2014
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Comprehensive
Plan Designations
Murphy Crossing
Urban Renewal
Area

238 acres
73 individual properties
2 main areas:
• Murphy Crossing
Refinement Plan
Area
• 3rd Street Corridor
October 14, 2014
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Urban Form
10.13.14

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.
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How Should We Grow?
Project Goals

Urban Form Concepts

A quality natural environment

• Nature frames, and weaves through,
the city

Balanced transportation system

• Streets, paths, bikeways and places
for people
• The city’s street system is connected
and legible

Great neighborhoods

• Walkable neighborhoods define the
residential areas of the city
• Small mixed-use neighborhood
centers and activity centers

Strong active downtown

• Downtown is Bend’s best mixed use
center – the heart of the city

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.
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How Should We Grow?
Project Goals

Urban Form Concepts

Strong diverse economy

• Employment areas are identifiable
districts within the city

Connections to recreation and nature

• Connections to recreation and nature
weave throughout, and outside of, the
city

Housing options and affordability

• Housing follows a transect from
higher to lower density – higher
where transportation options and
services exist; lower where
transportation and services are more
limited; provision of housing choice

Cost effective infrastructure

• Utilize existing infrastructure capacity
prior to constructing new, high cost
infrastructure

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.
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Urban Form Factors

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.
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Employment

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
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Housing Density,
Parks/Open Space &
Schools

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
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Neighborhoods

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
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Centers and Corridors

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
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Centers and Corridors with
Other Key Amenities

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
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Composite Service Areas

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
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Most Complete
Neighborhoods

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
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Connectivity

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
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Preliminary Neighborhood
Typologies

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.

October 14, 2014
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Preliminary Neighborhood
Typologies with
Amenities

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.
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Considerations for Future Form
• How to define and distribute housing choice
and ensure affordability?
– Existing housing types
– Transit Oriented Development
– Active Transportation Oriented Development
– Clustered Development

• Implications on architectural character?
• How to integrate livability and sustainability?
Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.
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Urban Form
10.13.14

Note: This is for study purposes only. This is not a plan.
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City of Bend
UGB Employment Lands Technical Advisory Committee
Meeting #3
Meeting Notes
Date: October 13, 2014
The UGB Employment Lands TAC held its regular meeting at 2:30 p.m. on Monday, October 13, 2014
in the Bend City Hall Council Chambers. The meeting was called to order at 2:34 p.m. by Jade Meyer,
Chair.
Roll Call

Ken Brinich
Peter Christoff
Brian Fratzje
Wesley Price
Cindy Tisher

Ron White
Wallace Corwin
Jade Meyer
Jennifer Von Rohr
Joe Dills

Ann Marie Colucci
William Kuhn
 Tom Hogue
 Todd Dunkelberg
 Scott Ramsay

Discussion
Welcome and Agenda Review. After the meeting was called to order, Jon Pheanis of the consultant
team did a recap of the Urban Form discussion. The TAC brainstormed ideas and came to the
conclusion that the preliminary typologies need to be better clarified. The regional, community and
local servicing areas were not accurate as to which communities are actually using such services.
Defining employment vs. employee map for “completeness” would also address the proximity to
transportation and amenities in those areas especially when using the information to see industrial
vs. professional and what is missing in those areas for “completeness”. Jon Pheanis agreed that those
ideas will be addressed.
Redevelopment Analysis. The TAC then moved into the discussion and action item of Redevelopment
Analysis. Bob Parker showed 13 potential study areas (See pages 11 & 12 of the meeting packet) for
redevelopment. Bob Parker referred to a slide with seven steps in documenting a redevelopment
assumption and TAC went through posing an initial review question about current zoning and what
were the recommendations on new zones or re-zones for that area to distinguish what was
considered priority to increase employment. TAC requested more information to Table 1. Study Areas
on page 9, requesting Tom Hogue explain the minimums for employment per acre vs. density as
related to redevelopment. TAC’s preliminary recommendation for first priority study area is #2, #4,
#8, #9, #12 and #13. TAC agreed to remove study are #11 off of list for now.
TAC confirmed that Phase 1 has another 8-9 months worth of work to continue until Phase 2.
Action Items/Next Steps
Action
Urban Form
Redevelopment Analysis
Employment per acre vs. Density

Jon Pheanis
Bob Parker
Tom Hogue

Assigned To

Meeting adjourned at 5:04 p.m. by Jade Meyer.
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